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PREF.gE

The advanced societies of the twentieth century have behaved as if edtucation could be expanded to the point where all
J

available talents would be developed, and that'the so,hools would
thereby beccme one of the main avenues to greater social equity.

The path to this state of social justice based on education.
has'been seen as a continuous and lengthening process including
pre- primary, primary, secondary and higher education. In Europe

'

and Japan,follOwing"the same path as the United States, mass
higher educatiomisiollowing in the wake of the expansion of
.secondary education achieved in the last 20 years.
In other
words, something like 15-20 years of continuous Treselice in educational systems appears to be seen as the-best way of'developing
the individual. and of achieving social equality.
.The cbncept of recurrent education is based on a different
approach - namely'thaleducation opportunities should.be.spread
out over-the ifidividualfs lifetide, as an alternative to the
ever-lengthening pel.iod of continuing education for youth.
'

"-There are many reasons for mpking.in this direction..

First,

educational expansion has not pl'ayed the role .tri social equality

.

that was foreseen.

Second, some form bf continuing o' perdanent
education is indispensable in societies where social and economic
change calls for continuing social and occupational adjustment by
individuals. -Third, the.divorce of6formal education from learning
by experience, which has typifiedmost educational systems, is
making ome form bf "desOhooling" aenecessity. Finally, Tecurrent
0
educatio wbuld reduce the gap between .the educational opportuni-.
tieenow givent% young people and those from which:the older
,generatibra, have benefited.
Yet, however strong the case for recurrent education may be,
it would be naive to seek or expect a'major reversal-6Y educationol 'policy.
Education is too°sensitive and complex a system
to respond to surgery,. Recurrent education is to be'looked uppi

0

.

.

5

k

.,

as a.frveworic for a major but gradual reorientation of

,

t*5xcards new objectives,
rather than as an immediate, radi al.
change. ,
An essential starting point for this reorientation of ps. liAs iing
cies lies in new approaches towards the-16-19 age 1g
as Aiversity entry continues to be the only road to occupational
and social success; the headlong rush into higher educatiO will
=!.,..

continue, and elle secondary Schocils, will continue to be tle.ante-

rooms of the universities.
Mr.- Khrushchev tried to att
this
and higher-1
.,:problem by a compulsory period of work tietween shhoo

What seems to be called for is a reform o
the upper end-6T secondary educatio; so, as to enable a smoother
transition to work, and a lees final choice as between university
,enery and work or Social service..
Such a policy could -only succeed if a more flexiblepostv
9%
secondary system keeps open recurrent opportunities for adul

Kurducation - Selo
failed:
,

1
`t3

,o.

so that those who opt for work Or 'social service are not irre-

Voca4ly penalised., Despite many changesin recent years: poStsecondary education is atill4eared to th4needs of the -young
people entering higher education after secondary school*?
It is
not adapted to the needs of .adults, nor does it enable meaningful
alternation 'of periods of work and)educatiOs . The report outlines
cFngea in.higher education that 2,4/buld make it.anadUcational
serviceavailable to all, at every age, wherever and whenever
required,'
/
.

.

r

such policies could succeed only if inthe future policies
for formal education, adult education and on-the-job training.

are co-ordinated-and- relatedto a common set ofsohilandeco-

.4

vi

nomic objectives; and if more movement between education, Work r.
and leisure ,is made possible by newsocial policies and collective,
bargaining Algreements.

Herein lies a major task for the 1970s.

The 1)rplsze of the following Clarifying kepor't by the Secre-

tariat, written by Denis Kellen and Jarl tengtsson of the CERI
Stafg with assistance by Ike Dalin as a consultant, is not to
make proposalp but to arovide a basis for discussion.
I would
like. also to express thgrati.tude of the Secretariat to the. many,
,other individuals and institutions from whose ideas And comments
this report has benefited.
GASS
e

`

,-Director,
Centre for iducational,Research and Iiinovation
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INTRODUCTION
I

for the
ritcUrrent adUcation" it a newcomer amongl
Its
advdcAes
ciaim
that
it
can
education of the future.

-remedy the shortcowings of the pregent 'educational system and
The Concept has rapidly becOme the common
meet future-needs.
denominator'gtr a great= number of propositions for alt4rnative
-..ducationalfutures, alternatives which .in certain cases embrace

all aspects of_education and of its interaction'with society, in
others only some of: them - althoug,h'in the_viow_of.their promoters
the essential ones'. For an understanding of the concept, this
double origin and this twofold claim -. tojdfer a full-scale.
alternatiVe, furptioning IA.thin the society of the,-future-.and
remedying the s artcomings of tbe.prebent_educatiOnal system-' 7-

Must be bOrne In mind.
The asse ce of th6 recurrent education propsition as it is
understood in/this report is the distribution ojeducation over
This means a
.)the lifespan of the individUal in a recurring way.
reak.wip t e pretent .practiceof"a longrSuniTterrupted pre-work
.

schooling, vitich has bepn describedas.a
It lso implies the alternationofedUca-.
tion with Other activities, of-whichthe principal would be,work,
*twhich might also inclilde leisure and retirement. One of. its

,

"!period of

"front -end model"(1).

rz,

1

F1)

,.

Bruno Stein and S.M. Millerr_"Recurrent Education: An
Alternative SyStem"-, in: 'Rethinking Uiban Education:.
Essayt. in:Honor of Robert Havighurst,.edited by Walberg
and Kopan. San Francisco, Jossey-Bass., '1972. Also in
New Generation,csummer 072.

''1.

4

'essential potential outcomes is to make it.possi\ ble.for the indiq

vidual to abandon the unaltepable education-work-leisure
retirement sequence and td enable him to mix and afternatNthese
4
activities within the limits of what is socially possible and in
accordance with his own desires and aspirations(1).
The apPealof.the recurrent education propositioA. lies in
A

!

its claim to oftern'altornative'to the un4mitedifurthe_epansicn of the formal and youth-oriented educational system, as
well as making "possible earlier participation of the individual

insociSty.
The arguments againsta sheer-extrapolati?on of this expansion
and the concomitant lengthening of the, individ4alts schooling arp

:

manifold. It isTidelifelt that if expansiQipof the p'esent
educational system continues indefinitely., alilajor educational

crisis is inevitable.

!Significant factors to.be considered

inc'ludev3

a) The "malaise". in secondary education. Apart from its
effegts on efficiency and the ensuing high repeater'and

drop-outlates, it is becoming.a major problem in the
recruitment, and work.metivations of teachers, 14ding
to a generalatmosphere of slackness and indifYepence(2).
b) Serious social and sodio=educatianal arg21121112.can be:0)
advanced against the eventuality- of 4n uninterrupted
period of some 18 ear of education for the quasiFrom the point of:view of person=
of youth.
ality development, such a long igolation fromthe
challenges .oC life outside the protective educational.

.

enIAO.ronient appiars,-undesirable., From a social point

bt.vieW, late entry into society and the corresponding
absenOe of the younger generation-from public life and
social institutions deitiveg these of the specific contribution that only the young are able to 'Provide, thus.
poSing a, threat to the creative functioning of society 3)
"

.

1) See orIthis: Johan Galtung, "Social
Structure and Lifelong Education", in
Policies for Education:0 Japan, OECD,
2-) 0 reprMYof the French ComMission on

r

$11

Structure,' Education
Review! of National
1971.*
,
'

the Teaching. Profession

in Seoondary Education, presided; ever by Mr. Louis JOIce,
released on.3td-Octoberi. 1972, bears oonvinying witness to the
1
malaise inthe,:French secondary schoolS.

3) tee James S. Coleman, "How do the YoUng Become Adults?", in
Review of educational' ROsesirch% Vol. 42, N° 4: autumn 1972.

'0

co

c) The emerging' imbalincebetween supply and demand of
highly Qual'Ified manpower has already become a serious
problem in ost-secondary education in many highly-

developed c untries.' Akey factor iA this situation is
the high level of stLudents expectations regarding their
It' can
future professional level and its'remuneration.
reasonabli be anticipated - and the first signs of-thi.
,-have---al

ady-teigun_to:_appe.ar_ - ths t

po or _lob_ expecta-

academically trained manpoweryill lead to a
spontan ous decrease of 'enrolments if secondary graduates
in hig er educatiOn. _In other cases it will lead to more
severe selection in higher education, and eventually to
ahig rate of drop-out or transfer'tOother faculties.
Neit er of these two developments, however, offers a
so-1 tion-to the basic problem of imbalance between supply
tions- go

s.

an
d)

e

demand.
adUlt education sector is

rowin

ver

ra idl

and

emand is still far from being satisfied. Adult educe=
ion does not, hoWever, make up for the failure of- the
formal education systed to fully 'attain one of its major
objectives, i.e. to provide equal educational 'opportuai.
Nor does it offer a valid alternative way of
ties.

-

access to knowledge, aptitudes, and professional 'Success,,
particularly as much,of it consists of non-degree courses.
Often, ,h6wever, it reinforces the'social polarisdtion
resulting fromyouth. education: Moreover, it often reIt can be a--predents an inefficient use of re'sources'.
frustrating experience for the adult students who may
have. made important sacrifices in terms of time and money.
in order to Participate. This is not to deny that manfadults have increased their educational level and careew
chwrfeiiiiili;Tollowing adult courses, but rather to argue

that adult .education as it now stands is not an appropriate second-chance alternative to youth 'education.
e).Knowl1dge is expanding more and- mort Quickly and once
.acquired, becomes more and more rapidly outdated.-. Nduoa
:tion has generally responded tb this by increasing both
owledge to be absorbed and the number of
.theyolume of

years spent in chool. Buti, is becoming-obvious that
'even if.the.cencept'of "learning to learn" were implementedmore successfully RI the mchools-than has been done

O

f

up to-now, the concentration of education in the early
ypars of life is.incompatible with the objective of
giving the individual access to and control over knowledge throughout his life.
f) As a result of the high, speed at which resources for
education have increased, thAyounger generation has had
many more educational opportunities than its elders.
This disparity is without any doubt much greater now than
before, and also mush greater than can be justified in
terms of the difference in what will be expected from the
younger as compared with the older generation. An edul% cation "generation gap" now exists and is beginning to

cause discontent among those who are just above the present school-going age groups.
If only one of the above problems had to be tackled at a
time, re- adaptation of the conventional educational system might
offer at leRst a temporary solution. But the essence, of the

educational crisis is precisely that it is the crisis of-a system,
of whichthe above-melationed phenomena are only a few of the
symptOms.

In a short-term perspective, this crisis is fore'

many

countries to restructure their current instit
'final framework's.
Because, at the highei eduO-atiOn
e traditional institu-

tions alone are nolonger able tweet the needs of'society and
the individual, many new,

-traditional types of post-secondary
insituti-onsArT belAg-ereated(1).
Courses ,that lasted between four to seven years are being
broken_domn into shorter, self-contained cycles. Parallel possifull-time,and part-time studies are being created
bilities
and admission rule6 are becoming more open and flexible.
These
measures will no doubt in the short-term solve some of the problems of post-compulsory education. But they leave uhtackled the
question at the. root at all the above-mentidhed symptoms of
malaise and imbalance.
This fUndamental question can best be
formulated as follows: is,a continuous proCess of schooling,
from pre,primary through primary, secondary, and higher education,
the best way to prepare. all individuals for their future role in
society ant to provide optimal'opportunities for self-development;
and secondly, is a continuous lengthening of "the schooling period,
Towards New Structures of Post - Secondary Education,
OECD, 1971.

1) See:-

10

3

and hence e continuous fUrther expansion of the conventional educational system, the best .way to respiond to the increasiegly important role of knowledge and abilities in modern society?
Tw&major alternatives are being proposed to an unlimited
expansion of the present educational system and an unlimited further lengthening of the schooling period:
Ivan Might§ thesis(1) has a strong appeal
a) -Deschooling:
to all'those who are convinced of the need for an alternative
strategy to present education policy. ,While its merit is that it
has laid bare "some' of the'eystem's shOrtcomings, its weakness is
that it does ndt suggest a valid alternative. .Not only are the
examples of alternative practices inoperable in most s %ial sys,

b

.

tems, but the proposed alternatives are irrelevant for hose
people who woUld most need to!have access to "deschooled" education.
The greatest limitation of thkdeschooling _thesis lies in
the fact that it.igiiores theereal cause of the failure of educao provide equality
tion to realise4tNe "impossible dream", 1.
The libero'44,,Mlbportunity in an unequal socio-economic system
er"
ating, socially productive-technologies from-wh4ch the "desc
,expects so much will require, in order to be fully used for the
iqdividualts benefit, that the user be capable of controlling his
As long as the social relations, in his work
social environment.

situation remain unaltered, the individual will have difficulty
in liberating himself from the iociO-economic constraints that
influence his behaviour. (Deschooling is, as'it were, a false,
,
liberation-from the constraints of the institutionalised school.

Its consequence in am present society might:indeed be that the
strong will profit much more fr,Qm the new types of opportunities
than the weak, For if the individual.is a pawn ,A work, leisure

1) Ivan Mich, Dschooling Society, New York', Harper and Rowe
1971. ',The ide7.77aeschooling, which has been widely distussed during the last few years, dismisses what cab be called
the Myth of ConsUiption as a cruel and illusory ideology forced
It
upon the people by a manipulative.bureaucratic system.
,looks upon welfare and service institutions as/part of the
Consequently; it
problem and not as part.cif the solutidn.
relects the belief that education constitutes a service system
Schools,

:..t45r equality And iridividualst free develqpment.

.4Va&cording-to Midi, must simply be eliminated in order to
free the individual and' - thereby give hip a pofti.bility to
change society.
,

.

"2).Sea, for a fundamental,critique of the de phooling thesis:
Herbert Gintis, "Towards a Pblitical Eco my of Education:

Radical Critique of Ivan Mich's 'Desc hioling Society' ",

Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 42,.N0 1, February 1972%'
0

:

.

.

Al_
in.':

a ,5

S

and neighbourhood activities, ii
I

he will be able to take his crutu.l.

an illusion to believe that
into his own hands via his-

.

education.

Thus, the deachoolinglpesis can be said to go too far in
-connection with the demolition of the present-institutionalised
school system because it does not tackle the issue of meaningful
participation in broad6r social-terms.
b) The second alternaiive.is the subject of_the following
It puts fbrward the .view that therole of education in
report:
'future society, Will continue to increase, but that only lifelong
access to education can provide a viable alternative to the further expanion of yoUth'education.
The system discussed in the
following sections is called "recurrent education".
The concept
of "recurrent educatIon" intend's to propose a concrete framework
within which a great part of the individualle lif**9ng learning.
can take plame.
It differs from the concept Of "permanent education" by taking the principles of alternation between education
and other activities central to the Aefinition.
It differs esseontlally from the deschooling proposition in
that it explicitly propoges a total systems Olaitge in the folloW-

a

,

ing ways:

45....

i) It encompasses nit only the education provided aftek
youth schooling, bit also within it, and informal as
o
well as,formal education.
'I
ii) It implies major changes in socio-political and economi0
institutions, tut attributes to education an instrumental
role in facilitating these changes.
.

.

0

It isJiot mistakenly labelled as an alternative educational
strategy, a it reete on the assumption that edunational_zuld
social chin1; closely interact and that an altebiative educational°
strategy can provide an'important contributioh to - but at the
same time isOot ope'able without - concomitant social change.
In conclusion, recurrent education is a proposal for an
educational srategy embracing the full array of present
educational provisions, formal and
for young people and
d inform
It is a long-term planning stra egY(1) and not a
adults.
As its Planning includes
proNal for
den radical change.
r a gradual re-orientation 0g the present towards
suggestions, lig
,

f

,

%-

----

'1) The term as applied to recurrent education is from Professor
William Taylor at Bristol University.
GIB

12

.

.

A-

the future, it has immediate implications for edUcktional policy,
and innovation at many levels of education.

The following report is primarily intended.to clarify the
concept as such, and to outline the major featv+es of a future
It does
education system geared towards the recurrent principle.
not define a detailed strategy,for attaining this long-term objedtive, although it touches on some of the major immediate
implibations.

n

,

0

_13
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Part One
RECURRENT EDUCATION:.

CONCEPT, MAIN FEATURES, AND OBJECTIVES

'40

9

I

Chapter 1

TOWARDS A DEFINITiON OF RECURRENT rUCATION
AND A DESCRIPTION OF ITS MAIN FEATURES

of

INTRODUCTION

The reasoning und.rlying the coneelt of recurrent education
is that in a rapidlydchanging society, learning is necessary

V

throughout life, not only for the selected few, but for all(1).
It seems appropriate to explain at the beginning of.ihisreport
C

how this concept ievrelated to the 'concepts of lifelong learning,
lifelong education', andltermanent education.
.

"Learnineis not, hoWever, identical to "education". Learn' ing is an essential characteristic of the living organist, necessary for its survival and for its evolution. Man learns iz all
his life situations.
IM the more specific sense of gathering
knowledge and applying'it, hclman learning takes place net only in
action., but also at home andin the work environment: ,in short,
in all situations whbreman abstracts from the concrete-these aspects that are general, constructs symbols that represent them,
and makes them applicable to other situations, and fit to be commu' nicated to other people.

"EduOation" ig organised and structured learning, confined
to an intentionally created situation.- This is not necessarily
an .010/itUtsionalised or school situation, although school represents the prototype of the intentional and formal 'learning situaI

tion.

But it presupposes a certain "leisure" from other activities,

1) This generalised need for lifelong learning has very rapidly
become one of the to priorities of educational policy in the
developeri. as well as in the developing nations. See the
recently published UNESCO report Learnihkto Be, by Edgar Faure
'.et al.,,.UNESCO, 1972, in whlch high priority is given to a
strategy for permanent education.

'MN

4

(

---

a "schole" in the classical sense and a deliberately created
organisational framework within which knowledge:aptitUdes,
attitudes, and skills can be acquired(1).
In this context, the concept of lifelong learning assumes a
more precise sense in that it accentuates the need fon,adaptability through a constant registering and processing of information, formation of concepts, and development of attitudes and
skills, all of which are qualities that have become more necessary
in a rapidly changing society than they were in a relatively___sta.-tic society.
This learning process._ lovot-restricted to any parBut education, because
ticular situation-or-en-Vironment.
re--774Uires a certain abstention and distance from other activities, °
cannot conceivably be a permanent or continuous process.
The
concept.of "permanent", " continuous" or "lifelong" education as
such does- not, therefore,. express clearly what is meant, as it
leaves vague the question of how'lifelong education opportunities
will be provided, and how they interact withlifelong learning.
41

THE SCOPE OF RECURRENT4EDUCATION
The concept of recurrent educatSbn as it is used. in this

report expounds the relationship between "learning" andoPeducation"
by putting-it in the perspective of the necessity for a lifelong
process of assimilation 'of'new knowledge and experience at the
service of a continuouq openness to new situations and of enhancing
people's ability' to take their dest4ny into their own hands.
"Educatipn" provides organised conditions for learning, enabling
the students to acquire new knowledge and to put into a general t
context tnb-faCt13 and experience they hdile absorbed in unorganised
learning situations. The view is put forward that, because of the
complexity of modern society, due in great part to technological,
developmeyt, the need for' opportunities to alternate incidental
and informal' iifelong learning. with more organised and intentional
educational opportunities is rapidly increasing. Recurrent,edu-cation aims at providing these opportunities.
This alternation between recurrent education and other social
situations explicitly recognises the import 'yce of the incidental

,

1) In °English the word "education" means bothcharacter development or socialisation and education in the sense to which wehere refer. In several other lAnguages, notably in German
(- "Erziehung" and "Bfldung"), in Dutch ("Opvoeding" and "onderwijd"), a clearer distinction is madebe,tweenthe two concepts.
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learifing exp.rience acquired in. the lh.ter.
Its purpose is to
enable the individual..to take stock # the experiences he has
accumulated, place them in a general context, and test 'diem on
their relevance to his own life:
hi4 education, his career de-

,

?..

velopment, his social relations, hislpolitical views - in short,
.
to the various roles heaesumes in society.
Adult cducati.om must also be lopated in this context.
It is
a concept that is /irmly rooted in the cultrrtl and popular. tradition of many developed countries, .,,here it often has histori-

cally been associated with the accegeof the working clasS to
culture.
In the developing countries, the evolution of adult
education has been clpiely connected vlith literacy campaigns,
although it has repeatedly been str,ssed.that "adult education
forms a Whole 'and that the struggle against illiteracy is only
one of the more important and more Oritical aspects thereof"(1).
Adult education has profited from the high motivation and
enthusiasm of many voluntary collaborators.
It has frequently
-developed in a spontaneous way, without public assistance, Using
whatever human and materielresourcies were available and cafitalising on the competence of .voluntary, non-professional, unpaid,
and pOrt-time teachers.
In terms of location, timing, and nature
Of the teaching resources, it has adapted itself to its clients'
needs and often gives their) a real chance to participate in the
planning and management of the courses:
The first conclusion to be draWn from this is that careful

...,

/1

evaluation of"the experience obtainitod in adult education is a

prerequisite for the planning of reO4,4cent education.

Adult education's disinstitutionalised.orgaMisation patterns may contain
some of the prototypes for a recurrent education system.
4

SeCondly, and this will be,fujther developed in this report,
there .7'.s noplace for a system of recurrent education paTaller to

%

adult education..
This would:create mother binary system, which
would result in a massive wastage of resources and act counter to
the achievement of the essential -Qpjectives of`the new educational
strategy being proposed..
,
A second:de:Main Pertainiug,to this complex of educational
provisions is that of on-the-job training:
"work-integrated",
l.

1) Notably at the 1960 UNESCO Conference on AdUlt Education An
Montreal. The quotation is from Adult Education in the Context of Lifelong Education, UNESCO basic working paper,
roneotyped document Unesco/Confedad/5, Paris, 28th April,
,1972, presented to he 1972 Tokyo Conference on Adult
'Education.
a
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"work-oriented", or "work-4centred" edikation. A formidable network of provisions for such programmes has been created by Induz-.try as well as by the public authoril.i.es. Most of it-it under

private control and is geared towards the_shhanjeMent of the pro fessional competence of wOrkers_atservice of technological
technological
requirements. The essential characteristic pf this sector is its

appropriateness to theconcrete needs of induntry, compensating
to a great extent for the failure of formal, educational systems
to meet these needs.
A caveat must be intThdubed here, however, concerning `the
distribution of roles between the institutionalised educational
'system (basically youth eduction) on the one hand and informal
education - including on-the-job training - on the other.
It has
been argued that most work- relevant education and training is, in
fact, provided on the job, and,not in the formal school system,
the latter being relegated to giving credentials for entering the
labour market at a certain level(1).
T
t this is so l.'s not stir:
prising in view of the frequency of ocCu ational change in people's
lifetime(2).
The occupational choice process has also becom
lifelong and on-the-job and other informal education makes this
occupational mobility (whether it is. vertical, i.e. ascending
A.
mobility, -or horizontal, i.e. champ of occupation) possible by
providing adults with the requireenew and/or 14gher qualificatior
Concerning their place in a -system of recurrent educatioA0,
the same principle 'applies to adult education, to on-the-job
training,-and, more generally, to all'informal professional training: 4:they must be ade part bf a co-ordinated set of provisions
)
and programmes. Thi. can be achieved only by creating a comprehensive structural,
ganisational, planning, and policyArpmewOrk
for the totality ofiducational gervices. ,
Hence the recurrent education proposition directly concerns
the total sector of post-compulspry or post-basic education, and
the compulsory education sector indirectly. The role and function
4 what is now adult educatiakv:Orwell as
at of job-related and
.

,

1) The point has been made by save
authiprei.e.g: by
SM. Miller, in Breaking the Credpntials Barrier, New York,
=

,2.11,e Ford Foundation,' 1968;, by Iltr.Perg, in Wucation and
Jobs.
The Great Training Robbery;
id recently by
-

' .

L.C. Thurow, in "Education-and Economic Equality", in Public
Int/rest, No 28, Summer 1972.
2) Sefe,forexample, Dale L. Hiestand, Changing Career after 35,
Columbia University Press, liew York and London, 1971, in
particular Chapter 7.
4
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I.
labour-market training will have to be define'd'within'this comprehensive new framework.
AA mentioned above, the

k.

intrgduction

of recurrent edlcation
as defined will also have'stroneimplications for basic or campals-ory education. 'The recurrent education principle of aiternation..between school and other activities as from the completion

of basicor compulsory schooling can be implemented only if the
last years of compulsory schooling prepare pupils for a real.
6
choice between education and work.
Such a cemprehensive strategy fOr recurrent educ4tion does
not a priori exclude the possibility of a variety*of institutions
and programmes. It does, however, imply aeintegrated policy
framework in`terms of objectives., policyplanning and allocation
of resources, as well as appropriate changes in admissions and
certification criteria.
It would be incorrect to present the recurrent education
proposition in all its implications as a radically new proposition for an alternative educatiOnal future.
As far as its perma-nent or lifelong dimension is concerned, it does not differ much
from what is being proposed elsewhere(1).
The novelty of the
proposition as it is subinitted-i,n this report lies:

a) in the. stress that it lays on the need to define a

specific strategy, i.e. that of the recurrent and
alternating principle, for implementing lifelong
education;
in the stress on relating a strategy of recurrent
education to economic, social, and labour-market
.

11)

policies, to be discussed in more detail in Part II;
and

4

c) in the greater stress on changing the present formal
educational system in order to facilitate it restrcturing in line with the principle of alternation
*between education and other forms of learning throughout t1te individual's whole life cycle.

The existing political and administrative structures in most
OECD Member ctuntries are not fitted to the task of defining such
a long-term strategy. As to the formal school system, the
1) For example in the Aouncil of Europe's work on permanent
education.
,Permanent Education , Council of Europe,
See:
Strasbourg, 1970.

O

co-existence of public and private educational systems nc longer
V stands in the way, on the wITole, of a comprehensive educational
But relips of parcelled administrative responSibility
for eciational policy-making still exist in many countries, e.g.
agricul,tural and professional schools reportinCto Ministries of
Agricn3lore and` Industry, and health education facilities to
Ministries of Health.
..
The situation in the informal sector, on the contrary; is,
much more confused in many countries.
In Europe, only a few
countries give responSibility for policy-making in the adult
education sector directly or indire.ctly (i.e. via resource
allocation, control over.' quality of programmes, etc.) to the
public educational administration.
In m6st other European countries, only parts of this sector
are controlled by the public administration, and in an indirect
way (mainly via state or other public dutsidies).
They are often
the concern of,
or example, Ministries of Social and/or-Cultural
Affairs and not
Ministries of Education..
'Other parts of the
_.....:)
sector, such as correspondence education and pilvate residential
courses, are increasingly submitted to a minimum of public control
in order to guarantee that basic consumer rights are respected,
but they are totally independent of educational tolicy7making..
The situation is different as far as on-the-job'traaning.is
concerned(1).
To a&grea:t,extent, this is organised by and wrthinpolicy.

In most European countries, industry has created , its
own facilities, programmes, and criteria, and the government is
not involved.
In the United Kingdom, large and importadt parts
6
of on-the-job training are; however, entrusted
to the poet_
secondary educationalians4tutions and regulated by Acts giving
the government a certain control over this sector.
On theWhole, however, it can be said that Important egal
and political- administrative changes will be necessary in Order
to implement the principle of a comprehensive recurrent education

\Industry.

.

poliCy.

's

0

%

1) Tht separation between "general - culture" and "on-the-job
.training" sectorS'iS much' less relevant in the Scandinavian
countries than elsewhere in Europe, although the borderlines
there are tending to become more diffuse as well.
See, for

example, H. Rudolph, et al; Recurrent Education in the
Federal Republic of Germany, in seriep "Recurrent Education'.
Policy pnd Development in OECD countries", OECD, 1972.
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A somewhat different situation prevails in the United States,
and also in Canada and Australia. On the one hand, the notion of
rational educational policy-making is accepted only-in a limited'
y, with the federal administration intervening 'in principl,e
o m inly to compensate for the d.ficiences of policy- making at

o her levels and in areas of direct national interest (such as
the equality issue and its related compensatory programmes).
On
the other hand, the separatibn between the formal eddcational
system and the informal prolusions for adult education of a11°
kinds are much less severe than in Europe, with the institutions
of post-secondary education generally offering a great variety of
credit- courses as part of their programme(11.
Universities and,.
Colleges are also more Wilding than their European counterparts
to provide'coursei that respond to concrete needs expressed by
the economic sector and the private,consumer.
But this integration in time and space betweeti the formal'
post-secondary system and the informal "system" does not imply
an integrated policy.
It has.been said that in the United States,
adult education progr.ammes are pripheraleto the main purpose of
the orgaffisations engaged in them.
In factv so peripheral that
there is an inverted relationship between the willingness to pro*
vide courses for adults and the prestige (read: security of
funding) that the.institUtion'carries.
Great importance nas been attached to job-related adult education in the Socialist countries and in many developing countries.
These policies and experiences apply, certainly, to specific
political contexts, but several of the reasons that led these
countries to. gear their educational systems to the direct needs
of their newly created s4ial systems also apply to some extent
to the OECD Member countr4es.
.

.

1) See Peter F. Regan, Norman Solkoff, Walter Stafford,
Recurrent.Education in the State of New York, in series:
"Recurrent Education: .Poliv(and Development in OECD
Countries", OECD, 1972.
A
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THE MAIM FEATURES OF A SYSTEM 02
RECURRENT EDUCATION

re.

Recurrent education is a comprehensive educational strategy
'
for all post-coatulsory or post-basic education, the essential
;.,haracterisic of which is the dis%ribution of education over
the total life-span of the individual in a recurring wag, i.e.
in alternation with other activities, principally with work, but
also with leisure(1) and retirement.
This definition of recurrent education, contain.; two e2sentia1

ti

.6.1ements:

0

a) It offers an alternative educational strategy to the
conventional one by which all formal and full-time edua-

.

0

tion is concentrated in youth. i.e. between the age oe
Jive; six', or 7(11 Until the entry into active life, and
it proposes to spread post-compulsory education over the
..' full life-span of the individual.
Thus it accepts the
principle of lifelong learning.
b) It proposes a.fillhe within which lifelong learning will

be organiged, this being the alternation and effective
interaction between educationc, as. a structured learning

situation, and other social activities during which inciartal learning occurs.

of
Whatever the precise nature of this alternation, its essential charactei-istic is that Of.a continuity in learning through
°nets entire lifetime, in which a-mutual fertilisation and enrichment takes place between the structured learning experience
-acquired in the education parts of the Altercating/patterns dhd
,

1) The ward "leisure" is used here in the sense of periods of
life in ,which the adult i,s not a member of the active labourforce, and not yet "retired" either; in other words, periods
of "voluntary unemployment" as have always been the privilege
of. thebvery rich or the "Socially irresponsible".
If the
futurologistts views-become reality, this kind of. leisure
will become" an accepted practice.
In this context, the views
as to the organisation of social'life in a zero-growth society
. as expressed, for example, by Mr. Mansholt, the past President
of the Commission of the Europdan Economic GomMinity, must
also be kept in mind.
2) Or as from age three or four if early childhood education is
generalised and if its function pLusehooling is given prio'fiti
over its other possible furibtions.
(
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tiie unstructured learning experience acquired in other types of
sbcial activity.
The detailed characlte'ristics of a system of

ecurrent educaIt must, however, be
tion cannot be outlined at this stage.
stressed -Nat it is not implied in the recurrent education proposition tna% the institutionalised type of schooling that characterises the contemporpry_fortnal educational system be imposed
upon adults.
It-would be absurd to reproduce elsewhere the
shortcomings et the conventional system. The main argument of
this report is that the essence of .the educational opportunities

as provided,to the young - to sdMeonly up to 14-15 years, to
others, more privileged; up to 24`25
should be made available
to.everybneothroughout his entire lifetime. It is obvious that
this implies a certain aMount and type of "deschooling" anethat
other learning situations may be more, appropriate for attaining
this objective,than the institutionalised school.
Recurrent education is meant', -therefore, to erwompass the
total provIsion.of education for adUlts,-understood as education
after compulsory, basic schooling. It is one compre1ensive alternative strategy for what at present are three unrelated sectors;
a) the conventional post-compulsory educational system that
includes the last years of secondary education and the
pOstt-secondary system;

b)'on-the-job training of all kinds and at all levels, most
of which is organised by the private sector; and
c) Ault education in the more limited .sense of the vast
and manifold array of edtcational prpvi'sions for adults,
which s mainly "information-culture"(1) or"generaleducation" oriented. The prototype of this are the
"Volkychochschulen" in the German-speaking countries,
and. the "folkeh$gskole" and voluntary study circles in
the Scandinavian area(2).
Its primary aith Has traditionally been to give to large groups of the population,
and especjally those who left school at a relatively
early age, access to general culture, and thus to give
'them personal and Cultural enrichment.
1) The term is H. Janneits in "Permanerit education, an agent-of
change", in Permanent Education, Cd1incil of Europe,Stsasboarg,
1970.

2) See
Dalin, Recurrent EducatiOn in Norway, in series,
"Recurrent Education: "Policy and Development in OECD Countries",
CERI/OECD, 1972.
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Mass media are increasingly used as the main venj.cle for the
transmission. of programmes in all three of the above sectors.

It

is understood that a recurrent education strategy must also emrace these programmes:
In many OECD Member countries, the two latter sectors are
separated in Systems terms from the compulsory and conventional
podt-compulsory educational system; also there is no co-ordimi6ion
between the three sectors as'regards policy-making, origin and
allocation of resources, programme development, and certification.
They fulfil, each in its, own way, a complemNitary an&fb a great
exterkicompensatory function: the job-related sector qrimarily

!

;

complements full-time schoidbducation7with spe.iflc vocational
training, while the generaIrcultural programme primarily provides
access to culture to those who were severed from its mainstream
at an early stage in ,their educational career.
It must be adde.: that, apart from, but closely connected to,
/these thee above.sectors, an array of "second chance" programmes
/for adults exists in which they can acquire, educational qualifications that are in principle fully equivalent to those provided.by
institutionalised post-compulsory and, particularly in educationally less developed areas, compulsory education.
In the Scandinavian countries in particular, both the "folk
high schools" and much of compensatory adult education are part
of the regular edUcational system, or at least fail within the
scope of educational policy, making up for the shortcomings of
the regular educational system by providing adult education being
one of the tasks of this policy.
A strategylfor'recurrent education would therefore embrace
in a common policy framework all the ..sepdrate systems tat offer
educational services above the basic or compulsory level, on the
understanding that this framework also comprehends compulsory
--a
education.
The -specifically " recurrent" orientation of the policy
sets in, however, a±ter the period of compulsory sc*oling.
In fact, the question of whether one or the tither type of
adult or on-the-job education would or would not be integrated in
or even absorbed by a future "system" of recurrent education is
irrelevant.
In a recurrent education policy, .as in any other
policy-,,,some programmes will more directly serve the policy's
key objectives than others, and in that, limited, sense, one could
say that they are more "recurrent" than others. It is also possible that the stronger the connection between a-particular programMe
and the key objectives, the more it would have to be "recurrent" in
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the strict sense, i.e. be a period or stage of education that
alternates with other social activities, and in terms of timing,
location, and character is relatively autonomous.
In planning a recurrent bducation system, many extremely
important lessons can, howevert'be drawn from he experience
gained in the adult education sector.
For severSi,of the essen-.
tial characteristics of such a system, adult education has already
shown the way: its programmes are,. infinitely diversified and
flexible, its relevance to the, needs and expectations of adults
is often remarkable, its accessibility on several counts wellgeared to the specific personal and socio-ec omic conditions of
its clients.
.

Moreover, it has in the recent past shown,a high capacity to
adapt to new, needs and utilise new tedhnologies.
In many cases,
it offers a sound basis on which to construct elements of a recurrent education system, and its facilities in terms of physical
resources and teachers will be an indispensable asset in a future
system of recurrent education.
As a result of the different education and sociaVobjectives
to which countries will give priority, systems of redurrenteduca
tion will differ from Country to country.
There is, howel.ter. good
reason to believe that the general principles that must be reSyec,
.ted in constructing a system of recurrent education and the constraints to be taken into account will vary much less between
countries than do their present education Systems.
A system of recurrent education will be in much more intense
interaction with society at large. It affects the organisation of
work and leisure, and will be difficult to introduce without a
close co-ordination with social, cultUrai, economico,-a4 labour
The constraints within whithi:these policies are
elabdrated are becoming more similar in all developed countries.
market, policies.

This similarity will be further enhanced in the future by
the increasing role of the internationalisationphenomenathat have
already begun to introduce a new dimension in individual countries'
edUcatiOnal and'social policies.
Labour market implications are
in fact not the only area that hag consequences for a future system of-recurrent education. THe creation oT new transnational
mass media, edVCation programmes of internatiOhal firms, and education of "migrant" workers (i.e. those who move from one country
to another, fotced to search for new work whenever the ho'st country
no longer needs them) will also affect a future system of recurrent
education.

ti

The same basic principles shoUld; irrespective A' speciTic '
national settings, guide 'Lhe elaborAion of the Main features of
These principles are the following:
a recurrent education system.
a)

b)

the last years of compul8ory education - -should provide
a "curriculum that gives to each pupil a real choice

between further study and work:
after leaving compulsory school, access to post-

coMpulsory educaonshouddebe guatanteed to the

c)

-r

individual at appropriate times over his total
life-cycle;
di§tribution of facilities should be suqh as to make
education es far as possible available to I'll

d)

individuals, wherever and whenever they need it:.
work and other social experience should be regarded

as a basic element in admission rules and curricular
design;
e)

4

4t should be possible and important to pursue any
career in an intermittent way, meaning an alternation
between stwi-cand work;,
curricular design and content and teaching methodology
1

f)

,

should be designed in co-operaTT6ft with the. different

g)

h)

interest groups involved (students; teachets,
administrators, etc.) and adapted to the interests and
moti'V'ation,of different age and social groups;
degtees'and certificates should not be looked upon as
an "end result" of anf4ducational career but rather .as
steps and guides towards a process'ofklifelong education
and lifelong career and personality development; and
on'fomfletion
compulsory school, eachlindividual
should be give a right to periods of educational leave.
of absence with necessary provisions for job and social

Y

security.

.The above list is not exhaustive. It must be stressed that
all these prine.iples and perhaps others still to be glaborated
must be integrated in a recurrent education strategy'. One or a
few of these principles apply to many existing educational, programmes

Emrvess, however, lies in the fact

4.

that they give partial'answers to a.wholesale probleM and that
O

F
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t)

they lift only some of the constraints in an overall individual
and social situation(1).
It is of course self- evident that the practical application
of the principles will need to take_account of the need for
efficiency in industry, administration and commerce,' In
particular, legal provisions and colje'ctive bargaining agreements
must be adapted to the special difficulties in small firms, as
well as to the. need for special incentives fOr some soq,ial
group's,for whom participation in recurrent education is
difficult.

,t

a

a,

I

'1)

See-for.a particularly interesting analysis of such
6
educational programmes in this context, Peter Regan,
Norman Splkoff, Walter Stafford, "Recurrent Education in the
State of New York", op. cit,
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Chapter 2

RECURRENT EDUCATION AND EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

INTRODUCTION

Policy objectives and thepolicies put into action to attain
them interact. This obvious statement refers to a complex phenomenon, the precise nature of which varies:from situation to
situation.
In the case of recurrent education, a particularly
complex type of interaction is likely to occur, not only because
of the multiplicity of objectives pursued in education and the
fact that the operational objectives -May differ strongly from the
stated objectives, but because of the long time perSpective of a
recurrent education strategy, Which leaves d'iarge margin for
shifts id priorities given to one or anottp6r-cbSective as well as
for changes in their interpretation.
Therefore, one of the crucial problems of recurrent education
is that oTthe relationship between societal and educational.0jectives, and conseqdently betweensocietal and educgtional change.
Generally speaking, two points of view are held regarding
r
this relationship:
the "optimilitic" and the "realistic"(1). The
otimistic view holds that. it is possible to organise tHe future
educational system in such a way that it will become an effective
instrument for societal change, The realistic view sees this as
fanciful, and hold's that the operative valueS df'society have to
change before goals, structures, and content oreduCation can be
altered.

The difficulties encounteleed in attaining more equality of
educational- opportunity deem to give support to the "realistic"

The failure of educational equality policies should not,
however, be interpreted as definitdproof of the inability of
education to promote social change'- whether. planned or not. But

thesis.

1) Educational Policies for the 1970s, Conference on Policies for
2dueational Growth, Paris, June 1970, Volume I, OECD, 1971.
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it certainly contains a warning against undue optimism hncerning
the time needed for change .to take place and the scope of the
cocial change that educational policies can bring about.
However marginal education's impact on social change sometimes seems to be, there is good reason to believe that present
educational policies could do more to attain such key objectives
as equality of opportunity.
Secondly, and in this context,more
important, these effects would have, a better chance of occurring
if -ed
ational'reforms,.put'irneb action in order to reach specific
societal goals, weraicqmbined with reforms in other fields:
labour market policy, e4 onomic policy, social policy, fiscal
policy, housing and welfare policy, and job organisation(1).
In fact, this implies that both the realistic and thepptimistic vies are misrepresentations of the complex interacion,between education and society:
education is by nature an"agent
of change aswell as an agent of conservation and tradition.
It
has on tbe one hand to be functionally adjuSted to existing so.
cieltalo_values and structures,
the other to challenge them and
preparei.the ground for societal change. However, the scope for
eiucation's innovation impact is determined by society's valuestructures, by its receptivity, and also by the relevance of,tha
available educational and'social provisions to the individual's
needs.

et*"

If one eccept6 this principle of the dual role of education
in society, it has far-reaching implications for the discussion,
on recurrent education:
a).Recurrent education is a proposal for an alternative
educational strategy, the guiding -principle of which'is
the fundamental right of the individual to decide his
own future. One of the essential charactersitics of
the proposed new strategy proceeds from this: it implies
getting away from a rigid institutionalised system that
imposes -its values and objectives upon its students,
and developing a framework for participation in decisionmaking on all aspects of the system, including its
objectives and ways and means to achieve them. But
taken out of its soodal and political context, such
a participation in decision-making is no more than
1) These points are elaborated by T. Husen in Social Background
and Educational Career, CERI /OECD, 1972.
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a smoke-screen for a policy precisely the opposite of
that which it is said to pursue. The ability to set
one's own objectives and to crioose between policies is
precisely one of the outcomes of a recurrent education
strategy aimed= at providing full scope for individual
development and real equality of educationalopportullity.
Hence there is no incompgpibility between the fact that
priority is given to theSe_objectives and the principle
of self- determination:
the latter,. can become perative
only if the above two goals are" effectively attk.ned.
It may then also provide real freedom toset other,
additional objectives and to uestion those objectives
that have up to now been given priority.
b) A statement on the Objectives that. 1-ecuirent edUcation
is expected to attain must beseen in this light.
Recurrent education is meant to provide a more

-----------

strategy for achieving essentialedubirri-iiiifVea
than the traditional System.
The chief motivation for
recurrent education stems frdb dissatisfaction with the
performance of the'present educational syStem and the
conviction that its further straightforward,eXpansion

I

will. not improve, and might indeed worsen the situation,
In the following, some key goals of educationa policy

will be.cOnsidered in thirght:
p

indiVidual development
equality of opportunity, andlthe interplay between education and society (particulkrly in connection with the
labour markqt).

INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT
Potentiallk recurrent education -can offer better opportunities
than the present iyStem or, the full,development of the individual's
abilities': in line with is motivationstand his interests. _This
stateM*ntissupporte4 by `two main arguments:
.

.

1..

a/The interaction between hkeditary and environmental
factors in the development of human competence, and in
,....particular'intelligene(1):
whatever the part of the
innate, the developmnt'of intelligence or ability in
Any socially Mean4neul sense is a function of interest
See for a fuller disOiii,hon:

Husen, op. cit.
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in or motivation towards oerthin accomplishments, 6

4

motivation in its turn strongly dependent on the physical'
and social environment in which the individual lives.
Ability is incoeflnuousevolution during the entire course
of human life and this evolution stands in close connection with stimulation provided'by the environment.
However, in order to bedome operationally utilisable, "raw"

ability must be shaped by the mould of education, though
a
notnecessarily in school.
Motivation for learning varies aucording to different
individual development patterns-- The phenomenon of
schonl____wearine-se affects high numbers of children and
adolescents of all social classes. However, here again,
social background plays -a decisive
le:
the higher the
iupili.s,social class Vackgroun
the greater the probethat.exte al pressure' from home, peer group,
and te*pherS).wil .dtimpensate for lack of_MoVvation.
,b.) \`A sechTlpotehtia
source of motivation'for learning is
rre,61 1..fen'experi not.
Ir-Ohe present uninterrupted,'
hi
ly structured ind\l'equenced system of youth education,
it becomes effec'tive only when ,pupils have taken the
irrevocable step of leaving school and. entering the
labour market. Participation in adUlt educatiori pro- .
grammes is inspired to a great extent _by the belated
awakening to the 4enefits of education for onets own
full individual development and one's chances in. life.
The guiding principle for a recurrent education system as
seen in the perspective of lifel.ong development of the individual'
,s that of self-sustained and self-controlled learning and clevelopment'predess.
An ee.bential condition for this is thatithe
learning `situation be perceived as relevant to the learner's in-

terests and potentially contributing to_ his own further development:anct,ability to play a meaningful role in the several

situations in which he is involved:
tural, and

family, work', social, cul-

The means of recurrent education for improving the opportu7 j
nitieS. for lifelong ihdividUAl develdpment are partly colitai-ned-4.--

in the alternation process, which potentially provides more incentives-te learning than an uninterrupted school experlrnck,
For thepe incentives to become effectiVe, however; and notably to
counteract the disincentives arising from prior social and cultural
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ion, infOrmation
environments and from an'unchallenging work sit'
and guida4e must be available, and especially or those with low

t

motivation for taking up studies.
Without this, recurrent education is likely to further widen
the gap between the more and less educl.ted, and the groups involved in high-level, challenging work and those in low-leVel,
unchallenging work.

4EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY
.

_I

The present dicussion around the "equality of opportunity"
:issue is dominated by opposed views as to the fundamental conThe basie,lauesstraints on the impact of education in society.
aised is whet9er equality in education is possi %le in
tion'bein
society and, furthermote, whether education has the
an uneq
duty and the potential to b'Ning about a more equal society.
One of the essential motivations for iirtrotiucing recurrent
. .education is that it is expected to be aptter strategy than the
sociti1
achieving educational and,"through t
present f
:
.
Not only does it propose a new stra e'.t
is how-.
equAli

ever, but it affects also the meaning giVen tothe e uality objective, both in its strictly4educational'and in its wider social,
connotations.

The failure of education Ao offer equal opportunities to all
children has been a 'constant theme in educational discussion and
Husen has recently reviewed the
research in the last fellears.

,q

most relevant research findings relating to the interaction between educational Opportunity and achievement on the one hand,, ---\
and social background on the other(1).
He argues that "research hitherto has focussed almost,entirety on the question of how much scholastic aptitude can be
attrfbuted to heredity and how much to environment ". Educational
poliy- making should concentrate on the environmental variables
Differenand Oarticularly attempt to act on "process variables".
.

tiated treatment to compensate Tor disadvantaged socio-economic
conditions should-be a central feature of educational =policy.
The -teaching and the certifirturrfunctione orthP school should
be s parated, with the school's function being to teach and not
to a t as a gate-keeper to vocational careers. The
I

1) T

Husdn, Social Background and Educational Career, op. cit.
tt,

0
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institutionalised school'is "information-rich but action-poor";
it should deverop the ability in its students to apply absorbed
knowledge and, by thus shifting' stress from docile and abstractverbal to active and concrete-applied b
viour as its teaching

I

lliutarget, improve its means for bringing c

rally impoverished

pupils iinto the "mainstream".

Hence redefining the school's pttential to attain greater
equality of. opportunity has implications for the criteria on
which educational achievement is defined and measured as well.
The school tends to use 14 achievement-measuring a one-dimensional
scale on which the children are placed'in a straightforward rank
order - a ractice that suits the sorting-out role to whicH undue
.weight i 9/'ofter givelly/

It is widely recognised that the concept of what education
should attemptto achieve, and what the achievftrent criteria Will
be, needs to be revised, for tvrayreasons:

)

a.

a) There
exists an intrinsic inequality towards the- different
,
.

social group 4111 'n3current achievement criteria.
The
dilemma in whi h the schools areflolaced is that in a
school system that imparts knowledge via verbal. and
numerical symbols and in a society in which this knowledge is too highly valued, a change in achievement
criteria cannot be carried out without a change in the
overall school system, and, ultimately, in society's
value system.

b) Educational achievement is not relevant to the tasks
that man in'modern society iscalled upon to perform
in his diffe'rent functions: work, home, neighbourhoods,
cultural, and political setting, etc. Here again, the
dilemma is one of values and of political priorities
over which education alone has no control. Any change
in this matter'must relate to changes in society and
particularly the importance attached to these various
functions - and most of all to the valuation of functions
r4
-:..
othbr than world alone,-.
.

.

r

Modification of thegbh4als achievement criterikin the
direction of attaching le's importance to the ability to manipulate symbols, whether inspired by the des re tooffermore opportunity or by concern about the-drrelevanc of verbal-abstract
ability to the various functions of society, has to be seen against
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this widen socio-cultUral and political background and the severe
constraints that it imposes on such a shift in values and
priorities.

Changes in the school curricula in this direction are therefore only possible in the long-term and if embedded in the larger
pontext referred to above.
Whereas intra-generational inequality has been at the core
of educational discussions, inter-generational or betweengenerataon inequality has only recently been given attention in
It results from the
relation -to a new educational strategy.
rapid expansion of educational'participation'in the recent past.
The phenbmenon of a wide disparity between the young and the older
generations.in terms of the average years'. of schooling or the
educatiOnal level they attain can be observed in all OECD Member
countries. The gap between generations will exist as long as the
average length of years of schooling continues to increase, and
its effects will be felt for a long time after this process had
come to a halt. The problem is particularly, acute for the age
groups over 30.
In Norway in 1965, 75 per cent of those over 40
In Sweden, even
had only seven or less years of basic education.
in 1980, nearly 75 per cent of people over 40 will have had only
elementary schooling if the present resource distribution between
youth and adult education remains unchanged.
The other type of inequality referred to above is intragenerational educational inequality, the most striking featureof
.

.

which is inequality in educational participation or achievement
Disparities on. both counts between groups
between social groups.
are considerable and have not, on the whole, been affected profoundly by the massive expansion of the recent past(1).. At the
secondary level, disparities in overall participation are decreasing as d-Tesult 'of the advent of universal schooling at this
level (although the OECD Member countries show very great differences as to the distance still to be covered before this aim
has been achieved). But in those Member countries that have
maintained parallel types of secondary schools, a more subtle
type of social selection can be observed, consisting of an in%
-elival distribution over the several parallel.lecondary tracks
1). For data and analysis, see: Group Disparities in Educational
Participation and Achievement, by Charles Nam (Part I, on
Participation) and Asa Sohlman Part.II, on Achievement).
Vol'. IV, Conference.on Policies for Educational Growth,
Paris, 3rd-5th June, 1970, OECD, Paris, 1971.
Also Husen,
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and/or programmes, with a heavy bias for the upper and middle
social strata toward the curricula that assure eligibility for
In those few countries'where secondpost-secondary programmes.
ary education is comprehensive, social selection has been reduced,
but traces perbet in the choice of subjects and distribution of
pupils over nniversiuy-preparatory and other currioula(1).
At the popt-secondary level, in absolute terms the number of
students from the'lower social groups has considerably increased,
and in many cases the rate of increase in numbers'`has been higher
than for higher social groups.
However, considerable disparities
as to participation ratescontinueto exist,
Beneath these considerations as to the chances that, sooner
or later, mass participation in upper secondary and even in postsecondary education will be achieved lies the day- to4-day reality
of the fate of very many children who leave school before or at
the beginning of adolescence without any - or with very'insufficient - edicational or vocational qualifications and,,what is
more srioas in view of their motivation to return-A-6' any type of
education at a later age,
with a frustrating school experience.
.-.
Participation forecasts show that elt6A in 1980-inseveral Member
countries substantial petientages of youngsters will have left
school before they are 16 or even 15(2).
But data Concerning the
age at which pupils leave school give a VerY.disiorted picture of
their real level of education.
In many countries, substaAtial

pereentages of children lave school without having successfully
completed primary school and otherimportant numbers leave without
any professional qualifications. The dIstribution of these percentages over the social groups reveals the lower groups to be
the most detrimentally affected.
Both in absolute terms and in terms of the handicap upon
entering society (and in particular the labour market),,. the abovementioned intra-generational inequ4i0ty-;below the post-secondary
level, and a fortiori at the le lrpf elementery.Dr
secondary education, is a much'Imere urgent and difficult, problem

1) For data and analysis in Sweden, see:
K.'litirnqviSt and
J. Bengtsson, Educationaa Reforms and Educational Equality,
The Institute_of Education, liniverSity ofAG8teborg,. 1972.
2) Enrolment forecaits provided by countries to the.0En for the
1970 Confaiien4e on Policies for Educatfonal Growth.
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than equality at the post-secondary ievel(1). When it'comes to
establishing priorities in a future policy of recurrent education.
this consideration will have to weigh very, heavily in the balance.

Concretely, this implies that priority will have to be given to
secondary rather than to-post-secondary courses.
The Fhances that the present institutionalised educational
system will succeed in the foreseeablf future in eliminating or
.shbstantially reducing intra-grout inequalities in education are

V

slim.

An equality policy in which high' 'priority would be given to
strategies for compensation in a much more systematic manner than
at present is widely advocated. But in order to produce durable

results, a more profound renewal of education is probably needed.
.f
bearing on the nature of the educational experience, on the rela-

tions tetween school and community, on an overhaul of the curricula
of compulsory education, and on a re-evaluation in particular of
the role ,of observation, experience, and sense for a practical,4
problem-Solving approach. Moreover, coordination between educational policy and socio-economic policies would be needed, which
would in turn require the creation of administrative conditions
for' such a .coordination,

If all this can be achieved, compensatory education.in _the sense of special programmes might not be

needed, as it is now, far_ths majority of children, but only for
a small group of severely handicapped.
Moderate pbssithism is justified as to the likelihood of'such
a compensation and innovation policy being decided Upon.
In

order to succeed, compensation programmes need more and other
resources than have hithepto been allocated to them and they must
go hand-in-hand with socio-cultural and economic measures(2).
This leaves a double task for recurrent education;
a) A "compensationu task, i.e. to compensate for the inequalities of the present and near uturq (and-even
medium-term future) educational sys em; and
b) its "real" and permanent.task of sp ading eduCational
opportunity over a longer period of an individual's life.
1) See for a discussion on this, Jar]. Bengtssan, The 'Swedish
View'bf.R4turrent Education, in series "RecUrrent Education,l'olicy and Development in OECD Countries", CERI/OECD, Paris,
1972 (mimeographed document).

2) This is one of the main conclusions of the analysis of the
Uniftd States compensatory programmes reported inStr to ies
of Compensation, by A. Little an C. Smith, OECD/C
,
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The term "overbridging edu,:ation" has been proposed for the
"compensiitory" role that recurrent education should play in re-

ducing inter-generational inequality.
Because of the rapiid,eIpansion of education in the recent
past, the older generation, who to a great-extent pay for the

young, must perceive with some resentment how rapidly the.gap
between them and the younger generation is growing.
With ,the
increasing awareness of the injustice this implies, of the better
chances in life given to youth, of the turder.,that the rising
cost of youth education represents for national budgets as well
as for their own pockets, and, in many cases, of the developing
discrepancy between the beliefs and values they cherish and those
of the younger generation, the pressure for putting a curb on
youth education and shiftihg resources to second-chance or "overbridging" education in favour of the older generation may become
a political factor with which policy-maker6 will have to reckon.
The second role of recurrent education, i.et ,that of spreading educational opportunity over a longer period of an individual's
life, is bf a permanent nature and is its real vocation. Spreading educational opportunity over a lifetime can provide a strong
incentive to students fOr entering the labour market as soon as
they have obtained the necessaryjor even the minimum) educational
and profesdional qualifications. This is contrary to the present
situation where, because of the premium put on length of schooling
in terms of chances in the labour market and position on the
status ladder, students are motivated to stay in the. educational
system as long as possible.
The.secondpowerfulrimlive for staying
on is the irrevocableThature of the educational chance4.0seized
during youth education.
There is-no dOUbt that'the present choice-process favours
students with a highly education-motivated home background.
The
parents' education appears to be the most significant process
variable_affecting children's school.careers(1).
Thus the process
as it functions nowadays inevitably produces unequal educational
opportunity.,
Secondly, the students r . own motivation dyes not always coincide with `the present age span oi schooling. Motivation for
studying may come later in life, particularly 'in those cases
where it did not come from the home 4' the environment.
Work
1) See Group Disparities in Educational Participation and
Achievement, op. cit.
,
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experience and its challenges) the realisation of the handicap
that a poor youth education represents for building a career, a
desire to develop_ hitherto unexploited and newly discovered abilities and interests, or simply thirst for knowledge or need for a
period ol""reflectionand personal enrichment can be some of many
sources of inspiration for adult study.
It seems fair to assume that a recurrent education system
eived as a permanent feature of life and career planning will
contribute to a better distribution of educational opportunity
and, to the extent that education) life, and career chances are

.

related, of "life" opportunity.
Howev6r, such a system will deserves, the name "policy" only
if it provides all those concerned W-ith the education and career'
planning required with the necessary information and motivation.
WithoUt this, there is a serious risk that the deci6ion to .stay

on at school or to enter the labour market, as well as the decision to return to education in a recurrent education system, will
continue to be determittd by social background, level of education
of parents, and stimulation provided by living and working env
vironment, etc. - all factors that are strongly socially biased.
Recurrent education could thus lead to an increase in inequality
that would be much more difficult to counter than the present
inequality(1).

Hence the importance of recruitment activities, Owhich
attention will be given later in thi paper.

THE WORLD OF WORK,

Increasingly rapid t nological change and the continuous
transformation of the or nisa onal patterns of work have a
direct impa6t .on the condi ions that the individual meets and
shapes in his work situation.
At the level of the labour market,
the peed for skilled manpower in both quantitative and qualitative
terms depends on more and more complex national and international
developments.
1) The,decline in numbers of first admissions to higher education,
in Sweden and, since Autumn 1972, in France as well, could be
seen as a healthy self-regulating process if it were motivated
by arguments other than fear of. not finding a job on completion
of higher education.
It must be feared that in the present
situation, thila trend to stag away from higher edudation reinforce's social 'election.
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As a result, it is becoming difficult to ensure a satisfactory
interplay between the world of work and the educational syetem.
Forecasting occupational structures has become very difficult, and
manpower planning a less and less useful aid to educational planning.
At the level of the individual, educational certificates

/-)

continue to serve, perhaps for lack of better criteria, as entrance tickets to the labour market, taut this marginal interaction
does not guarantee that what is taught in the schools corresponds
to what is expected fiom people in their jobs.
These problems have made acute the question of the function
that education, under-Stood as education provided within thv formal
school system, should fulfil as regards work requirements and, on
the system's level, the labour market. The argument can be advanced that education should not in any way certify students'
vocational qualifications, but leave this to the world, of woJk.
While this maybe accepted, it does not solve the problem, as
there ds also igrowingAupport for the thesis that.the distinction
between "general" and-"vocational" education is meaningless.
If
this is accepjted, it would make no sense to restrict, the role of
the educatio al-system to providing general education and leave
vocational e ucation - and Certification - to dnditstry.
The re ponse of the education system to these changing re=
quiremen

as been'to lengthen the period of general educatiol..

By broade ng,the curricula, transfers between parallel programmes
have been facilitated and the choice of a specific educational.

The ability of the educational system to respond
changing demands was expected to increase through these
measures.; But the response on the side of the world of work has
been mucn more relevant: tn4,strong growth of on-the-job training
'has provided an answer to ink'need for a quick adaptation of
people's ikmtwledge and skills to changing worireqiiirements. On
the othe hand, educational diplomas and degrees have lost their
permanen validity.
the/overall result of these adaptations in education and industry has satisfledRo one. On both sides, insight into the
nature o the relation between the fUnctions of school education
and obi -t e-jobAraining was lacking. .O the education side, no
analysis as made of the several components of "general education"
and it as perhaps too readily assumed that the OMponent "general
culture) was the only relevant one.
career po tponed.
to rapidl

1

/.
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The major weakness, howpyer, has been a certain shortsightedness concerning the qualities heeded to survive in ari anonymous
technological society in 'gene41 and.in the working environment
(taken in the larger sense, i.e. including not only paid jobs,
Sut'also, for example, the work of) ousewives) in portico. r.
which
These requirements have much to do with the alienation

life in our production and consumption-oriented societKleads us.
They are also related to the ability to define one's own role and
'entirety.
make the appropriate choices as to one's life in
concerning the world of work, this means making the right
choices about onet@ own career. The'humber of these choi,pes and
k

the frequency at which Spey have to be made are rapidly increasing.
Also at stake are the ability and the reel possibility to. partici-

pate in the decision - making and implementatiop-decisions concerning all aspects of the work environment(1):'
The main task of recurrent education as related to the world
of work consists in providing er-auitable'environent for these
This is more than a.metter\of imparting
qualities'to develop.
It implies a change in tre organisat' n of
knowledge and skills.
the learning situation over the whole line, i.e. as much in oml
pulsory as in post-compulsory education, and .as much in the a tual
work situation as in the schoOl.situation.
The difficulties in forecasting labor market needs are lik

to increase as a result of the acceleration of social and technological progress, of the rdpidocreation of-new knowledge and its
instant application, and also of the creation of new international
trade bloc's. 'Occupational and regional flexibility and mobility
will be required to a very high degree.
In the narrow context of the rapidly changing needs for
skilled manpower, a system of recurrent education could provide
This is not identical to introducing
the necessary flexibility.

prvraes that impart new vocational skills or adapt such' skills .
The wards"vocatiopal-skills"
to new technologicalo'developmentahave a narrow connotation that is not compatible with the nature
and orientation of a recurrent educationipcilicy: the occupational
flexibility teat is neaded in a technOlogical society during one's
entire pr6fessional career requires as much new,attitudes; judge/

ment as to one's own,abilities, career planning,
and ability to.
knowledge
in
the strict sense.
make choices as vocational skill and
0

.

See for an analysis of theddiscussion and a report of'the% ) realisations
as to thaz: A. Dalin, Recurrent Education in
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A seconcrfunctio.n..-thtt could be assigned /o recurrent education in thp.framework of labour market policy is that of
aregulatinginstrument during periods or. within sectors of uri
ployment (or of risk of unemployment):
recurrent, education could
be used as an alternative to A "conservatory" unemployment policy.
.Those whose skills have become inadequate for coping with bhanging
techniques or unmarketable for other economic reasons would be en-,
couraged and enabled to enrol in recurrent education.
Thus they
would not only'increase their own chanced in the labour market,
but also become a manpower reserve on which the various countries'
,economies could draw..

Such programmes of recurrent education
would, nowever, fail in their purpose if they were planned in
terms of immediate labour market needs and not primarily decided
upon by the participating individuals.
They will also have to
reckon with the strong social bias built into every supply of
services that distorts the demand and Makes -itfail to attain the
the incentives to
participate in such racurrent education programmes May be inversely
related to people1013.1 needs for fUrther education. It must,
.
therefore, be repeated that a policy of recruitment and guidance
should be pursued simultaneously.

,objectives that one had set out to -achie,e:

EDUCATION AND KNOWLEDGE
. Society is4hecominglebre and more a "knowledge society".
Drucker(1) has shown that the "knowledge industries", producing

,

and distributing ideas and information rather than goods and services, accounted for one-quarter 9f the United States gross national product in 1955:
This was already Aree times the proportion of the national product that the country spent on the "knowledge sector" in 1900.
Yet by 1965, just ten years later, the
knowledge sector was taking one-third of a much bigger national
product... In the'late 1970s it willaccount fornalf of the total
national product. Every other dollar earned and spent in the
American economy will be earned by producing and distributing
ideas and information, .or spent on prOcuring ideas and information.
The old capital-labour relationship is being replaced by a capitalknowledge-labour relationship, with competence and skills based on
knowledge J3layin5 an increasingly important role.
,1) P.P. Drucker, "Tnepowledge Society", in New Society,
?4th Apt4.1, 1969.
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The word "knowledge" stands in this context, however, for
ore than factual knowledge.
It alsomeens the ability to use
owledge in order to discriminate and to judge, which is more a
atter of having a set of relevant concepts at one's disposal ---It is not the obsolescence of factual
1: an knowing Ahe facts.
knowledge but the inability to -renew one's concepts and to make
appropriate use of them that has the most serious -consequences
for people's ability to function in the various situations in
which they are, placed.
In the context of the work situation,
this is the greatest obstacle °to pgticipationofworkers in selfV
managetent.----'-A second important aspect relates to the distribution of
,knowledge in society.
As the production and application of knpwledge tends to be .controlled by the few, the possibilities for
realising a' participatory society diminish and the risks of alienation of man in his working and living environment increase.
Hence the "knowledge and control" issue(1) is receiving more and..
more attention as one of the basic issues in industrial society,.
The potential of recurrent education to contribUte to solving
this complex cluster of problems will lie determined by its ability
to give the individual real access 6 knoWledge,.its creation, and
its-use.

From the above, it follows that this, is not a matter of
facts and of obsolescence of facts, but of a restructuring of the
interaction between the creation of, access to, use of, and control over knowledge in 'terms of the individual's relation to these
issues.

THE LARGER :CONTEXT

A furl analysis of the interaction' between educ4tion and.

V

n

society,is beyond the scope of this report. Two aspects of this
interaction, however, need to be mentioned at this point:
the
risk of a growing dichotomy between the value system in education
and that of'society,,and the alienation of man in a technological
and bureaucratic world.
The ptesent acUte,awarenese-bf the need
to prederve the environment and to master pollution could'be
added as a.third issue, although,the *suggestions to which this.

concern has given rise in connection with the role of recurrent
education 'overlap greatly with those relating to the-other two
.aspects.
1,-)

See notably Knowledg,e and Control, edited by M. Young,
Rputledge and Keg .n Paul, London, 1971.

,
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The gap between value systems does not start when young
people leave sehool. In contemporary educational discussion it
streesed that there are great discrepancies between the intentions, life expectations, and attitudes for which schools stand,..
and those .that the child meets at home, lo his peer group, and in
his neighbourhool0(1).

One of the key motives given fon breaking

with the practice of uninterrupted full-time schooling is that
this might,help.to. decrease this dichotomy. With youth education
reaching beyond adolescence into adu/thodd, most young people
have developed their personalities and acquired the essentials of
On
their beliefs and attitudes by the time they leave schoOl.
entering "active life",,,they are .often confronted with very different value systems. The danger is not so much that of a clash,
but of a growing irrelevance of school education to Atudentst and
adults' interests.
'this is only one aspeOt of the previously mentioned alienaAlienation is
tion problem".:observed in schoolsand universities.
a symptom of the_basic failure of_modern society'tv,-4sspond to
people's most ebSentkal aspirations.' Mention has already been
made of iti-_ appearance in the work
'situation. But it has also
,,
in political behaviour,
been observed in other/sectors of society:
in consumer attitudes, in-human relations in general, and in behaviour towards health and social benefits provisions.
The desirability of a further expansion of the traditional
educational systems catering exclusively llor the younger generation must be seen in this context. The arguments against such a
further expansion are also inspired by the conviction that the
time has come to give more attention to second-chance education
for adults.
The resources problem has inspired many countries.- among :them some in which access to post-secondary education was traditionally open to all those who possessed the appropriate secondary
school-leaving dertipcate. - to restrict the number of students in
higher education. In other cases, the uncertainty of finding a
job after they have left higher-peducation pas discouraged qualified
education.
candidates froth enrolling in post-secondar
This -enforced or voluntary restriction in youth enrolments in
post-secondary education could be of positiv, value if it were

appropriately utilispdin a recurrent education policy.

If not,-

1) See for an analysis of this problem in France the abovementioned report-bTAke Joxe Commission.
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it may have undesirable effects orb the democratisation of post-

secondary education, as already indicated.

If it were embedded
in a recurrent education policy, it could restore the balance between youth and adult participation in education, as the open
places in the post-secondary institutions could be filled by
"recurring" adult students.
Bat in order to make -such a "return"
of adults possible, it would be necessary both that. post'- secondary
programmes and training approaches be geared to the specific needs
of these adults, aAd that those who abandon studies be given a
real chance of returning to education at a later age.
As things
stand, universities may well open their doors to adults in order
to fill the empty places, guarantee full, employment of their staff,
and maintain their level of funding. But in the absence of a re:current education policy, such emergency measures have serious
drawbacksand are unlikely to help in achieving a better inter-

play between education on the one hand and society's needs and the
inoi,ividualls aspirations on the other.

--

Recurrent education cannot be the panacea for all these problems, some of which requine immediate short-term solutions.. But
it is one thing to add yil these measures without offering an alternative and without any evaluation of ,their broader and long-term
implications for.the individual and for gociety,,and quite another
to adopt them as part'of a valid alternative strategy.

4R

CONCIpSION
a

Each"of these objectives has by nature a twofold orientation9
that of adaptation and that of emancipation.
It is necessary to
serve the transmission of knowledge, aptitudes, and attitudes as
well as the creation of new knoWledge, aptitudes, and attitudes;

k

and to help-bie individual adapt to what'will)be asked of him in
society, while providing him with the capacity and tools to change
society. This fundamental quand;!Sy applies to the equality objective as well.
The 1;ilemma is also clearly deMonstratpd n the
socio-economic dimension:
recurrent education is expected both to
achieve a better adaptation of education /4 the labour market, and
to emancipate the individual from socio-ecoribmic constraints.
00nce it is accepted that the dilemma outlined, above is a
fundamental characteristic of all educational policy objectives
and therefore thqse of recurrent education as well, it is appropriate; to qUestion whether in this respect recurrent education has
anything new to contribute.
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The conventional educational System shows an increasing inability to meet students/ aspirations, and is failing to effectively prepare them for the creat've role that they desire to play
In'an increasingly t chnological and bureaucratic
in society.
world, a shift towards a more em cipatory strategy such as recurrent education may ,represent w uld benefit both .the individual
and society.

The basic assumption and rlying this report is trhat the
strategy being proposed wider
label "recurrent education" has
potential to facilitatesuch,a shift in each of the goal areas
discussed above, -i.e. to providelbetter opportunities for individual development, greater educational and social equality, and
better interplay between2the edujcational and Other social sectors.
including a better contribution x the potential for necessary
economic growth., The credibility of this optimistic assumption
is ,based on the nature and scope of the proposed palicy_instru-___
,the

ments, which acknowledge the increased rate of charlft in modern
techmological society and the growing inerdependency among the
severhl social sectors.
The implication of these developments

,

for education is that a new strategic position must be'provided,
both in its relation to society and its place in the individual's
life career.
In dbing this; it should be borne-in-mind that the
educatiotal sector is not autono
s and_that educational policies
-,..
can be effective only ifico-_prdinated with policy measures in
other social fields.
If this is not done, :its potential ability
to be an instrument of indiAridtal and social'creativity and
emancipation will be considerably reduced.

,.

.:,
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Part Two

ITS E

RECURRENT EDUCATION:
CATIONAL AND.SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Chapter 1
0

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE
PRESENT EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

The introduction of recurrent education necessitates radical
changes in the structure of the conventional educational system
and a re-assessment o$ the objectives it pursues.
A major question that arises is at what stage recurrent education in tiv sense
of alternating education witch workor other activities should.
start.
At present, the enrolment:growth in post-secondary educetion constitutes the key educati&tal problem in-many OECD Member
countries. Recurrent education has attracted great interest in
.

$

these countries as a possible alternative to the conuous growth
of higher education. However, the problems in higher education
areto a great extent ajunction of the structures and objectives
of secondary, and carrse-querrtly-.a reorgani_aationcf secondary education is of vital importance for the development of the post secondary towards a system of recurrent education.

The recent development of secondary and higher education has
shown that the likelihood of reaching a,given educational objective depends in a decisive manner on the nature of administrative
and" structural arrangements and on theli(co-ordination.
It has
also become clear that there is a close interdependence between)
levels of education; expansion at the secondary level creates
pressure at the higher level, reforms of arithmetic syllabi1or of
methods of primary reading greatly affect the secondary level,
changes in admission policies of universities affect chOdCes of
subjects or programmes in secondary school, etc.
If anything is
to be learned from recent experience, it is that educational policies must be co-ordinated and comprehensive.
Hence the introduction.of"reCurrent education, if it is to
°-.1te successful, must be part of a wider policy for educational
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change in which all types aril levels are carefully co-ordinated,

and account is taken of their interaction.
Recurrent education
will necessitate reforms in curricula and structure, both at the
compulsory and post-compulsory level.
It also implies bringing
upper seconuary and post-secondary pducatioh together into one
flexible and integrated system.

RECURRENT, COMPULSORY,
AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

In the first place, upper scondary education programmei
need to be restructuredimorder rto be brought into the framework
of recurrent education. If alternation between recurrent' education and work begins after the completion of compulsory schooling,
it can be anticipatpd that many youhg people from the age of 16
or 17 will leave school to seek temporary employment or other
meaningful activity. This raises the problem of including "terminal" characteristics in all educational pfogrammes for the years
preceding this alternating period, i.e. in upper secondary or even
at the end of "compulsory" school. However, the question of .when,
in terms of educational attainment and social maturity, tilts alternation between recurrent education and other activities could
commence can be answered only in a specific country, and perhaps
regional, context.
It will notably depend on current and planned
duration of compulsory education, the organisational structure of
the first cycle of secondary education, and the extent to which a
sufficient number of appropriate jobs or other social activities
are available.
Irrespective of the exact age level at which recurrent education should start, the programme of the last years of compulsory
education needs to deve4op a cloSer integration between general
and vocation-oriented education. It should improve the general
basis for those who embark on a more vocational-oriented education, and provide those who follow a general educational programme
with basic vocational notions and concepts.
At present, pupils
leaving secondary school have no free choice:
certain streanfs
leave no alternative to.highereducation, others no possibility'
for entering it.. Therefore, the maiii task of future upper secondary education should be to give each pupil'imaic preparation for
a vocation as well as preparation for further study, and thereby

offer all pupils, including those in the more general-oriented
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streams, the possitillity of a period of meaningful workcbefor
later returning to study. Such changes in upper secondary school
are also a sinEs ilia non if it became a generalised practice to
acquire work or ether social experience before entering upon
further education.

This:means that secondary school curricula with a heavy
"humanistic" bi,as must tie revised.

Curricula must, therefore, be

i

re-oriented. towards the tedhn,ical'-industrial and the socio-cultural`

aspects of modern society; which have been largely ignored by the
traditional secondary school.. The historic aspects of presentday. society need not therefore beApeglected.
This is rib doubt one
of the Most arduous tasks confronti9g secondary education; and the

viability of the_proposal to make this stage the starting point
of aisystem of recurrent education depends to a high degree on its
Success.

It must be repeated that the main long-term task of recurrent
education is not to make up for the shortcomings of youth education, i.. to compensate for the deficiencies of,compulsory educa- IF
tion in providing equality of opportunity, in relating its ,lop;ro...
7

gramme meaningfully to society, and in offdring full opportunities
for individual-development.
Its task is to offer in relation to
equality of opportunity, relevance of programmes and opportunity
for individual development, a new. dimension that youth education
is intrinsically unable to provide.
The main task of compulsory education is tO? provide all young
people with the basic knowledge, attitudes, and skills that will
allow them to fully profit from the posiibililies for educational,
personal, and professional development offerp to them on leaving
compulsory schooling.
The achievement of ttris objective assumes
that certain minimum level's are set that have to bd reached by
.3

'

everyone except, perhaps,-by a small percentagelf seierely intellectually disadvantaged:
however, this group is in no way
identiCal in size and composition ttl the high percentage disadvantaged by the actual youth educational system.
The concept of "compensatory education" .for socially,disadvantaged Apople inadequatelyoexpresses %%at strategy is re,.
quited for achieving this .aim, as it implies accepting the idea
that compulsory level education would permanently and by definition
be unsuited to thesneeds of this group.. The aim should be
make
6
mastery of the abovapmentioned.common minimum targets the t
of

A

the "normal",system.

The concept of "mastery e,earning"(1) as
advanced in recent years embodies this notion of a minimum educational target for -all pupils to be achieved by radically diversifying time, approach, 'end resources according to pupilsf needs.
It implies abandoning uniform' approaches, and makes concrete the
vague notion of "individualised teaching".

In this context, one may advance the thesis that a priority
task of compulsbry education is to provide a common basis for allyouth, and that this implies that the target of deAloping indi-

-o

vidual talent.through diversified curricula must be given slower
priority at this stage. Ti
.

RECURRENT AND 'POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION
In several' ways, post- secondary education in the OECD Member
countries;has recently been developing in a direction.that'favours
the introduction of a system of recurrent education(2).
Two of
these trends are to be particularly mentioned:

a) The trend to divide long university Programmes into
several shorter "units", leautrig to certificates that
provide access both to a profession and to-the higher
stages of the programme(3); and
*.b) access to university -type post-secoridary educatioh is
being widened to include pupils coming from non-academic
.
.
s cbndary programmes.
As-d'result, the dividing line
between university and "other" post-secondary education
is beboming bburred..
The advancement of new policies for,the total-post-secondary
field is of primary boncern-.to most OECD Member countries. The
-general concepts around which the.new.policiee are formulated are:

.

greater ..Variety-in piogrammes and shorter and pbssibly less exFurtYermore, it ib beginning to be recognised

.pensive programmes.

1)- See Mastery Learning, 'Theory and Practice, edited by
James H. Block, Holt, Rinehart and'Winston,'New York, 1971.

2) See for an analysia.of.these trends Towards New Structures in-Post-Secondary Education, OECD,1971,
.---,

-

3) Such a-policy is advocated in Less Time, More Options.
Education beyond the High School. A Special Report and
41- Recouendations by The-Carnegie Commission on Higher Education;
January 1971, McGraw Hill', New York.
.

.

°

.

that a great deal of relevant education takes place outside the
formal educational system and that thie'must be takehAnto account.
The most prominent feature of these new policies has been the
establishment of short-cycle institutions of post-seandary eduAtion(1)
One of the unstated intentionS'of this policy was to
direct students away from overcrowded universities and to create
a "binary" system..°This would in-fact Allow the universities to
continue exercising their traditional role and maintain theijr
',status as high- prestige institutions.

9-

0

The problems that have emerged, however, are formi3able.?In
many cases, the new institutions strive to gain the. same prestige
as the "long', traditional institutions by raising standards,,
stiffening admission conditions, and lengthening courses." Stu- dents often turn away from the programmes mhat provide occupa,
tional qualifications and prefer those programmes that allow them
to transfer to "long"-cycle institutions., But it must be added
that in some instances the policy has been successful, and that
the new institutions are mere pop4lar Among students than the conventional ones. The- "district colleges" in Norviay are a case in
point;
-.While the above-described trends in post-secondary education
contribute, no doubt, to creating favourable conditions for a
system of recurrent educaion, they are in no way sufficient,7as
they _are not part of anloverall restructuring of post-compulsory
edUcation, nor are they co-ordinated with-related innovations in
other social sectors;
The post-secondary system as part of a recurrent education
system Must become a system structured in several- levels and
organised so as to allow students to.progress at different speeds
in the various programmes and subjects. In general, its organi'sation should, offer sufficient variation and be flexible enough
to respond to the needs of a clientele whose expectations, former
,learning experience, and home and neighbourhood,envirdnment are
much.more.diversified than that-of the present student populatiton.
These conditions' cannot be fulfilled if4Ecurrent education
is organised ion a'strict year and grade basis#, Instead its`
recipients-must be able-to take up an leave studies throughout
their Iiiwes,,Whenever their situations allOw or reglifteit. This
also implies that courses are no-longer exclusively full time.
-Cycle
background papers.for the OtCD Meeting on S
Hi4ter Educstion,'held.j.n Grenoble on 15t1i17th Novem er, 1971'
(series of roneded documentslikpub3Scation forthcoming .'

1) Se y,

P"

G

1,
Part -time variants of equal standing and quality must be included
in order to increase the flexibility oftthe system. This will

also facilitate making-existing adult educational programmes part
of a recurrent education system.
Another conclusion to be drawn from the foregoing is'that a

system of "capitalisable units" or "capitalisable modules" may
A great variety of flexible combinals

need. to be introduced.

tiona\of such modules, based on subjects and on combinations of
subjectx would.be possible..- -These would better respond*to.the
needs of both the labour market and the individual than the present_ qualifications or degrees, And would also allow students to
interrupt their eduation and resume it at some later date in
However,'it will be
accordance with their particdlar situations.
important to avoid a rigid system of certificates in relation to
a system of capitalisable, units, which would be contrary to the
generally welcome. trend towards more integrated 4nd ,interdisciplinary #pproaches.
.Adults with vocational experience who. enrol in recurrent
education will have different:,expactAtions to tho e who enter the
system immediately on completing secondary school. `Their age and

experience willmake them more exigent thanjmny young students
as regards thS relevance of the programmes to their needs.

.

s

But

their demands will.often be unexweased an they wit, need to be
given the opportunity to make concrete choices.
Hence the importance of active parpticipation in decisions on programmes as an
essential feature of such'a system.
Policies for post-secondary education have assumed that the
distribution of students over the various fields of study will
More or less-automatically be prceporlional to the.later available
career oppor)unities.
Hower, under present conditions, the time
lag between entry into higher education and entry into employment
often results in a serious disproportion in the output of the
educational system and the careers available. One of the main
tasks.of recurrenteducatiOnat this stage will be to replace the
present inflexible ",one-time" relation betweenasuppiy and demand
With a "many-timed" relation,
Such pro/lbund changes of post-secondary\edUcation pose, however, the problem of the future relation between kw, Fledge production (or research) on the one hand and kpoWiedge distribution
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(or teaching'and knowledge application}- on the Other.
While this
is net the place to analyse this complex issue, 'it is obvious that.
new ways ofsiptegrating them must be fou4d,, if the hypothesis that
A

'these fields profit from each other-and-cannot-he carried out in
/

isolation- is corred

.

At the institutional, level, itt.isdiffidult to imagine how
an effective integration between.. teaching and research. can be or-

ganised- wherever recurrent education programmee will:be provided.
New ways of demonstilating
the relevance ,i)f research to its app'ii.

,

.

cations will have to be found IS recurrent education is not to
reinforce the split between research andteaching,or alternatively,
research is not to be so decentralised tliat its - qualify is endangered. The first task to be carried out in this context-le to
determine which types of researcli-aetivity have ad1rect potential
releVance to learning.ae it is understood in recurrent education
a means of dediscussion. Inasmuch as researbh
veloping criticralanderstanding, it;needs to be an integral part
"Self-learning° and "self recurrent education programme.
aseeesment", planning one's own educational career, and choosing
between the many available options demand the 'development of abilities that can be acquired only through involvement

"didactic

research".

:ADMISSION:AND EVALUATION
,

,

Another important aspect 'of recurrent .educatiOn on which we
,

have` already touched is admissions pO4cleS.-apnmest OECD-Member
.Countries, -admiesign rules mafflkain,a strict eAparationrbetween

secondary and higher education, and often reinforce social .selec-

.

tion.

One of the. basic ideas embodied in recurrent education is

the depaiture from the practice 6.f/having a. uniform academic fraie

of reference-as a basis for admission.' Rel Vant workingexperience
iii. kitAer to
at be, taken into account ilk the admissioArUlee
r
must
achipve a betterintegrationbetween education,and working life.
Such adminiona- policy will 'also encourage the. individUal to enter
the labour market fo,Vrome years after completing'coMpulsory.scho81o
ing or upper secondary school, becAise h wil],b'd able to profit
.from his.working experience in terms of "c-redfts" when he decides:
to return to study.
Furthermore, admissions are closely linked to evaluatio'n and
.
to grading, degree structures, and oertifi,o4ioh, and all are
closely related to the Objectiyea-of therecurrent'
.

4

.

.

.
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The critical criterion in this context is

education programme.

the fact that recurrent education is- ".always intermittent:

it

follOWSupoilandprecedeaaperiodolotherxitivity._This is
the principal way in which itqgiffer ,from the ,presenteducatfOnal
system, which always leads to a final stage, remunerated by a cer,tificate giving access to a profession.
One of the implications of'this admissions policy is that
n ot only the,eduCational experience obtained in a foregoing period

of education but also the experience, .knowledge, and aptitudes
acquired in the intermittent periods of work. (6r leisure) will
teed to be assessed and taken into account.
;.The concept as such of strict seA. of admissions criteria for
specific programmes and the practice of refusing, entry to those
candidates .Whcf-d6not meet these criteria ate.,not coMpatible- with

the idea of recurrent education.

Whenever the-individual would

like,tcrbe involved'in, further education, 'an assessment will need

to be-made o&his experience and aptitudes in prder to adviSehim
on which courses_he would best enter..

,

.

1

How can the "credentials barrier" be broken?(1) It is
that recurrent education will suffer if the role of certificates
and degrees, their structure and nature, cannot be fundamental/Y.
changed.
t

,

,

.

.

0

0

At this juncure, a few points can be made that apply, certainly, to all.education bUt that occupy a key place in a recurrent education strategy:
a) Evaluation in a recurrent edudation system needs to be
pragmatic, i.e. "problem-oriented", aimed at assessing
the student's abi77ity to successfully tackle the kind
w1Wof problems that have mc4ivated him to enrol in this
particular ptogramme.
The criteria for this evaluation
have to refer less to acquired knowledge than_ the ability.
to track and apply relevant knowledge anCMake efficient
use of the available resources..
b) Evaluation in a recurrent education system must,be divested of its competitive and overly -individual
character.
_
has been suggested that individua evaluation be replaced ty group evaluation, based on the pe'tiormanca'of
the group as a whole in achieving a given task or solving
a given problem.
The advocates of group evaluation argue
,

1) S:M. Miller, Breaking Ike Credentials Barrier, Ford Foundat4,on
brochure, 1969. ,
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a.

that it is necessary to the furthering of co-operation
rather thanCompetition and,inslividualism.
c) Nothing can.be achieved in t1'1is matter without consultation with representatives of the occupational sectors.
o.

Their tendency to reinforce the monopRZy of the educational institution ov.r. the awarding of credentials and
to steadily raise the educational requirements for
entering prqfegsiohs has often been considetedjasi one
of. Ate, main causes of the-excessive importance attached
.

.

t

Onec-)f-the most difficult' task6 of a.

recurrent education policy will be -to 'persuade them to

change licensing rules and practices and to accept entrants without "excessive regard to the amount'of formal
`education. applicants have had - and perhaps-with the
understanding that they will:have additional opportunities

to pursue formal education leer i

lifen(2).

THE AVAILABILITY OF RECURRENT,EDUCATIOe
Concerning the questiOn ofd location and, availability of,recurrent edUcation, a concentration of edUcational facilities in
large centres such as most.contemporary post-Secondary institu,
tions are rWoup certainly restrict the possibilities of -Wticipating for much/ofoi-Cs potential clientele.o The idea of the studentwho goes to the institute of learning will need to be supplemented
by'the idea-of the institute that goeg to the Student; this will
in particular mean a Change in the,part of a recurrent education
system thst today porresponds to post-secondary educatipn. Much .
experienCe,alpady exists in th4s field in terms Of study circles,
universities-.of-the-air, univerNitieswithout walls/ correspondence
cou'rses, university extensions, etc..

Part-time study, will probably be an essent,
.
tem'of recurrent education. It will require
.close 'to the place of residence, and reinforce t

distributed and decentralised system.

part'of a sysonal.facilities.
ed for a- well7,

No doubt much of 'the future
..,;

1)

See for this, among others, Report on Higher. Education, by
Frank Newman, et al., Government Printing Office, Washington,

D.C., 191.

-_261----;//

0

.

--24--Th#-4Uoted statement from the Newman report.refers to employers'
hiring practices, but also applies to the profesSional,
...

associations,

.

I

.

I
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expansion of eduoational facilities should therefore utilise the
kind of paaailities outlined above,':in order to effectively
conditions of the
cater for the vatietr,.:9,f needs and spe
future clientele of recurrent edutatio
L:
The systematic utilisation of 2 tally avail&ble resources.
(batik physical and human) offers hit erto unexplored,or insufficiently exploited possibilit4s..., It .ust, however; be expected
that this wiliAneet strong resistance caused by fears of a decline

L.

in quality, fears often rooted in such factors as the prastige of
post-seocondary institutions and vested interests of teachers.

Hence the usefulness of a study of already existingrealisatiors of this:kind. At first sight, the North American scene
offers interesting and convincing-examples of how resources in a
ir
neighbourhood can_he mobilised {whatever the incentives for iriptitutions and teachers joining such Ventures) in order to provide a
maximum variety of courses wfth maximum accessibility.
Of the suggestions that have been made in thiscontaxt, the
idea of lc:Cal centres with a multi-purpose role, in proximity-to
the stlidents(1), and having .a dominant field of activity, seems
promising: They can be attached.to local compulsory-and secondary
schools, and can also rely on regional centres for assistance'.
.In Yugoslavia, suggestions haVe been made for the local pool,
ing of all existing types"of schools at the secondary and-terXiary ount
level into "school centres ", which Would requite-a certain
of-integration(2). It0has,been suggested that soW,6T these newg'°
educational institutions could develop within the framework'of an
-association of enterprises from indiyislual-Pectorsi'b
chez and
,groups-of labour.
This would be a means .of achlevin
true-integration of education with other sectors of the econom ." Itis
obvious th"at in these institutions Young people and adult's would
receive instruction together.
Also related to distribution is the use of new media.
Technology promises to enable recurrent education-to become "time-free"
and "space-free", and thuP to fulfil.one of its essential require.
Ments:
to establish appropriate channels of communication between.
.

1) See .in particular,B. Schwartz, "Continuing Education fdr Adults",
in Pefmanent Education, Council of-Europe, 'op.e-it.*.,
0
2) Recurrent Education ia:YugoPlavia, in series "Recurrent Educatioe, Policy: and Development' in OECD Countries,'CERI/OECD,
1972.

,

ks.

students and centres of4ompeterice(1). But there is still a long
It has become a
way to go before this promise becomes reality.
truism that in the eduCattenal field technology has not kept pace
with the-develo4e'lin other fields, and it is debatable whether
technology will be able to do so in the foreseeable future(2).
Of the problen(s and risks involved in making mass technology

the key vehicle fdr the transmission of recurrent education programmes, two must be mentioned:
/

a) The ability to use these media as instruments for selflearning or independent study seems to be inversely
/

related to the educational and social revel of the
This implies that their use becoMes more
problematic the wider the circle of participants in
terms of educational and Wocial background. Hence the
/risk that indiscriminate use of new technologies will
/ 'counteract the objective of greater educational equality.
)) Programmes that are primarily transmitted through new
- student.

/

.

media have to compete....3.4-1:h- the established traditional

There le a great risk that they
become secondrate in terms of the prestige their
certificates confer.
institutions.

There is a close interscpon between the media used and the
objectives being effectivelyAirsuedr the choice of the medium
inevitably implies that a'certain type of candidate is most easily
attracted and reached] and -Chat a certain learning target is
attained.
New media tend to cr6ate their own objectives,or to
On, the ''.6therhand,
change the priorities 'among the existing ones.
the choice of new media is at present strongly conditioned by what
is available on the market and by the resources that can be tapped
The promise of a marketable video-tape system is a case, in point,
becauseof its tbvious potential to make education "timesfree"
(after educational television has already made Ft "space-free").
In the United States, Attention has been drawn toLthe possibility that "SF/TF (Space-itee/Time-Free) programmes will be used
by present institutions as a way of keeping out the
a

\O) See in particular Time Space and Education, Notes on the
Future of Education, Educational, Policy Research Center at
yracuse, Vol: III, Issue 1, 'inter 1972.
2) I'nNthis context, the eXperienle obtained in the United-lingdom
with, the loOpen University",isikery instructive-.
.
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disadvantaged"(1).

Another fear is that the wilioreduce.the
pressure on colleges and universities to serve the disadvantaged,
and. a ATid that they will "line up in prestige beneatti.both com-

munity colleges and four-year institutions as a sap to the blacks
and the poor3!.
Ahd finally, it is possible that they "will increase the options and resources availablel'yto the advantaged without a commenaurite increase for the disadvantaged".
One can certa ±nly agree with\the authors that "a hard analysis (of the possible impacts of SF/n\Trogrammes on the distribution of educational
benefits) should precede and accompany any outburst of enthusiasm".
It has also become clear that in order to be an effective
learning instrppent, the use of new media must be part of a "ccncertedaction" in which a variety of media and approaches are
combined. What applies to ongoing ventures that use-, for'example,
television as their principal teaching vehicles applies a fortiori
to future recurrent education programmes with less motivated ads
edutated, and less resourceful students.
,

.

j.
CURRICULA AND TEACHERS
The general curricular design: the length of the educational
-periods, their full- or part-time character and,the frequency of

alternation with other activities aredetermined p a great extent
by the type of courses.
The introdUction of a system of "capilidable unite Would considerably reduce the' constraints deriving from the present rigid programme structure, but the require.
ments of each particular type of course will continue to count
m
heavily in the organisation of recurrent education.
A basit organising prindiple will be that of institutional
flexibility.
This implies that rigid structures have to be "destructured", and that institutional arrangements have to be "disinstitutionalised" to a certain degree. It implies, furthermore,
a high degree of integration of educational provisions with work,
living, and leisure environments. Here again, many adult education
programmes can shdw the way.
Another basic principle of the 2rganisation of the curricula
16
for recurrent education' is that of "vertical" and "horizontal"
integration:

1) Time, Space and Education, o

p.13.

0
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a) Vertically, the strict hierarchical sequence of water.

tight teaching and Darning blocks that have to be
successfully mastered will need to give way to a flexible
system of courses allowing an infinite variety of combinationst whose coherence is based on their relevance
to the liroblems the student is tackling or in whici. he
is interested.
This may mean that "basic" and more

"advanced" topics will be included in the same programme.
b) Horizontally, the world of learning is still to a great
extent divided into general and vocational education.
In fact, at the secondary level, this division coincides
rargely with that between prestigious and less prestigious programmes. This_, is one of the major obstacles to

equality of educational opportunity and to a better development of full individual potential(1).
In a recurrent education system it would be fatal if the
division were maintained.
It would mean that one would have failed
to introduce programmes that are problem-oriented and therefore 7
interdisciplinary and that are academically-oriented as well as
practically-oriented. The interest in interdisciplinary teaching,
in particular in the sectors of health and the envininment,
may lead to proposals organising problem7Orientea recurrent
education courses.
As to the teachers, a very complex problem arises.
On the
one hand, it is argued that in recurrent education the monopoly
of° the certified professional teachereshould make way for a more
-open teacher recruitment policy, implying both the use of proms.
fessionals
all fields and with all kinds of competence and
experience, and that teaching would not necessarily be a full time
or-a permanent profession.
On the other hand, the role of the
teacher would have to become-much more complex and demanding than
it is at present if"the teacher is also to be a counsellor on
social problems and. social security, an.expert on educational'
technologies, a careers adviser, etc. It is difficult to _see how
this could happen without a further "professionalisation" of tea-.
thing.
lively discussions on the teachers' role. and their own'

1) At the post-secondary level, the distinction is much less clear:
It might be more apt to-call most post-secondary curricula,
preparing as they do fora professional certificate or diploma,
"vocational' educatio
their difference with secondary vocational training being one of level only.
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"recurrent education" (in-service training) are going on in
several Member countries, in particular in the United Kingdom in
'the aftermath of the James,Report(1).
Recurrent education presents a strong challenge to find,new
and imaginative solutions for staffing of the future educational
In this search, consultation with the teaching profession
system.
is no doubt a key element(2).
In,this context, two other important issues need to be briefly
mentioned:
teaching methodology and the relation between teachers
and students.
First, theoadaptation of methodologies to the interests, motivations, and specific social Work, and family situations of adult students must be given high priority in plannirk
for a recurrent education systeM. Second, the implementation of
the principle of ,student participation in the design of courses,.
the choice of methodologied, etc. will,. necessitate a new typeof

teacher-student relationship.

RECURRBNT. 1DUCATION AND
t-"OVERBRIDGING" EDUCATION
f

It was said in Part-One of thi;' Report that inter-generational
inequality will be a'ser,ious problem for edUcational.policy during

It may be ant pipated that in many kember countries no
initiative concerning recultrent eduCationwikl-be politically
tenable if it does tiot'nlso include measures in favour of poorlyeducated adults.
It would be difficult to accept that recurrent
education benefits, as does the present system, primarily the
younger generation.
As recurrent education should..encompassall past-compulsory
educailon provisions; it will have to respond to the needs of two
major. groups of students with different educational backgrounds.
One group will consist of those with atather long period of
earlier edlication, i.e. a completed4>seeondary or post- secondary
the 1970e.

educatl'oi;;J'while ther..other group will include those with a short

period of earlier basic education,

adults who; whdh'they left
echool,.had not yet reached. the "take-off level" at which they can
benefit from recurrent eduCation.
e

t) Teacher education and TtaininK, Report by the James Committee,
HMSO, 1972.
.

,

2) See The. zhanking role o$ the teacher and its implications
(forthcoming OECD publication).,
1
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Teo major problems emerge from this.
Fire
that of the
distribution of resources;between the two groups. A major endeavourto give overbridg*g education up to the "take off level"
to poorly-educated adultc will restrict the resources available'
for the more educated young and-adults.
Whether such a major en,

deavour in'ilavour of the firA group will be undertaken depend;; on
the importancattached to the question of f_neqUalities between
the generations,\and also on the, importance attached to the formal
system's role in reraining the labour-force.
The second major\problein connected with overbridging education is how to motivat\the really poorly-educated to return to

Experience has shown that it does not suffice to offer
educational facilities. tven when these adults feel the need-for
education, and it is offered free of charge, they still have to
overcome strong socio-psychological barriers. If a concerted
effort is, not undertaken to help people overcome these obstacles,
education.

r

there i,s a great risk that overbridging education will riot reach
it
those who need-it most.
.

It is therefore important to compldment the educational offer
with active "outreach" activities, consisting of a concerted endeavour to attract these adults.
Interesting result: have been
obtained in this field by educational organisers who work at the
same place and on the same job as the adults whom they attempt to
attract to further study(1).
The educational content is, of course, also of great imporParticularly in the initial courses, overbridging educatance.
tion must correspond to' the participants' specific ifield of inters
est and experience, i.e. be closely related to their own work
In this respect, promising experiments are being carsituation.
ried out in Norway(2)
In conclusion, it must be stressed that overbridging education and recurrent education as a long,-term strategy are highly
The former aims at diminishing the inequalities
complementary,
betwefn the generations; the latter will, hopefully, promote
greater intraigenerationallequdlity.' Which of the two types of
.d.

inequality islconsidered the more serious may differ according to
specific national settings, but it is obvious that in the
1) FOVUX (1970), Kommitten fdr fdrsdksverksamher med vuxenutbildning:
Proposition 1970:35,' Stockholm, Utbindningsdepartementet... The work of this Committee contains interesting
suggestions on this matter.
2) See Xke Dalin, Recurrent Education in Norway, op. cit.
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perspective of recurrent education, they have to be tackeled
simultaneously, and that in view of limited resources, a choice
must be made as to which of them should be given thehighept
priority in the near future.

0
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Chapter 2.

INTEGRATION OF EDUCATIONAL AND
NON-EDUCATIONAL POLICIES

INTRODUCTION

The close interdependency between educational and other
policies has come to the fore in the last few years.
In atteMpt
ine-nto achieve equality of opportunity in the school system.,

attention has been drawn to the need to combine the strictly educational with supporting social and economic action in the home
and neighbourhood, in income, taxation, and housing policies.
The relatively modest role of education in attaining social
equality has made obvious the fact that educational policy is only
one element - and not the most important one - in achieting the
'wider social objectives that education'pursues.
The experience obtained in compensatory education for disadvantaged groups must be kept in mind when planning for recurrent
education:
the need for a close integration between educational
and non-educational supporting policies is particularly strong if
there is a gap between the motivations, culture, and aspirations
, of school and the of home, neighbourhood, and peer group.
The
adult who will enrol in recurrent education is, however, in closer
interaction with his socia'I environment than are young people:
His internal motivation idT'as a rule, sti'onger, 'bu0 t so are the

external constraints working against his involvement in education.
The need for a co-ordination between educatiipal and non-educational
policies derives furthermore frop the close interaction with
society that a system of alternation ttetween *dusation mad other
activities implies.

This.need for coordination and integration between policies
becomes particularly evident in the at empt to achieve equality of
educational opportunity and social eq ality: recurrent education's
potential to achieve this is determin d by the accompanying and

e

supporting changes made outside the educational system.
The need
for these changes and arrangements j.3 inversely proportionate to
the educational and social level of the candidat -e:. Tne lower
their income Jevel and professional status, the less is their
motivati`ch'rto enrol in recurrent education .and the fewer their

possibilities to make the necessary arrangements for work, job,
financing of study, choosing the most appropriate type cf )rogramme, and planning their career, while their chances of rejoining the labcur market on the same or a higher professional level
are also diminished.

Without the necessary support and adaptation of, among other
things, labour market policy, and unemploymen/ and promotion conditions, recurrent e-dtibationrisks increasing inequality and
strengthening social selectiO4.

41 a short-term perspective,,the co-ordination with noneducational policies will have. to toncentrate ona few key areas,
and in particular on those changes ih other areas that are prerequisites for the introduCtion of a recurrent education system.
In the following sections the changes needed in these areas are
discussed in more detail.
11,

FINANCING OF REgRRENT EDUCATION
Financing of recurrent education is related to two types of
First, expend4ture for educationaloproviaions as suchi
teachers, buildings, facilities, etc. Secondly, a systeMOf recurrent education entails impartant'and far-reaching'costs for the
lipport'of the indi:vidual and his family during his pgrticipation e '4
1
in the courses.
It is likely that the financing of the ,second
type of costs and notably compe4sation for foregone earnings will
be one of the key problems in planning for.a system of recurrent
education.
This raises the qvettion of the level of Tinanlial
support Tdithe individual and the priority tqr recurrent education
as compared with the expansion of other educational,seetors.,.
As to 'ale sources and methods of financing, the first question
that arises is whether.recurrent education will-be financed out of
the public budget, as in most youth education. This is primarily a
matter of principle, comparable with the question of the financing
of post-secondary education as it is at present widely discussed
in many OECD'Member countries.
costs.

As to the cost aspect, .tIle first question that'S llkely t
be raised is whether the cost of recurrent education wouldite
lower than for conventional education. In seeking an answer to
68
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this question, it.has..first to be considered that, as a result of

a further increase in participation rates and, in Many cases, of
demographic growth, the cost of the latter will 11.0 doubt continue
to increase in all OECD Member countries. The chances that in'the
existing system ihe.direct expenditure per student .ould be reduced are very slim; on the contrary, due to increased staff c'osts,
they can be expected to rise considerably. Non- traditional types

.

of post-secondary programmea have a better record, but the available informatiOn,does not yet allow fair comparisons to be made.
Furthermore, data -on these programmes do no
y to a fullyfledged system of recurrent educat'
The basic question whe:i it comes to taking a desision,will be
that,of the returns of recurrent education. A cost-benefit anal-

ysis based on classical economic considerations ,is bound to turn

'

out to the disfavour,of recurrent education(1).. -For a correct
cost-benefit analysis to be made, social Coals sudh as equality4
participation, !and benefit to the individual in terms o,f improved
opportunities for his,oevelopment must also be talten into account.

These considerations may outweigh the higher costs in purely eceSecondly, future decisions in this matter are likely'to be affected by factors such as the growing awareness of the
need to reconsider the cofficeet of economic growth, the concern
about the "dis-economies" that.its'indiscriminate pursuit produces,
7
and, generally, the search for
r a new equilibrium betwe.en social
.

nomi,g terms.

goals.

The costs for the individual are in ttiscontext as important
an issue as the financlhg of the system itself. The main question

..l

Ilareiie whether - and if so, to what extent - the recipient of
recurrent%education shoultl contribute to its cost.

It isobvious
that people vOth low income and/or a pogr youth eduation will
will' /
only be able and motivated ta.p4ticipate in recurrent edtcation
if such'finanti4 and itafirance..Schemes are prov,ided that give
A
them economic security during perioda of study. '
.

Cauntries may take differe t views concerning the recourse to

sr

private .means for finIncing The costof .the individualts
participatkon in a system of recurrent education.. But the mare.%
for` variations on thPinancing theme is limited becaus4 of the
cllee .interaction between the level and type of financing on the
ont hand and the potential of recurrent education...to attain the

'

1) It mutt be added that the. resultalof a cost-benefit analysis
'of ttp.s'kind.must be considered with great circumspection in
'-view of the many incalculable factors involved.
°

a
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of

.basic vducatitnal and social' objectives that it pursues on the

ft is,-for example, apparent that in the case of "overr
bridging" education, the amount and ty
of financial help needs
to be related.to the agp, amount of form r education, family.
responsibilities, and income of the recipAnt.
In an earlier
CERI publication, it is said that if we accept the principle that
everyone has a right to, say, 16 years of full-time education
10 or 12 of them to be taken between the ages of.six and 16-18 and
the rest later - and that this amount of education should-b. effbsidised, fully or partly, itis clear that those who have exhausted
the, ration of 16 years and who want to continue their' education
Such a proposal:impiies that,.
would have to pay their own way"(1).
in a short-term perspective, a financing policy for recurrent.Leucation should give priority to the large group of under-echted
adults, in particular in those countriel6 that have witnessed a
wide expansion of youth, education.
other.

OUCATIONAL-LEAVE OF ABSENCE
If recurrent education.is to become accessible to latrger
'groups of people who are,,part of the active population,

,

*111

cant effort will have to be provided to increase the possibilities
for taking leave cf absence.
It will be necessary to intraNce
legislation as to the right to take.up such leave or to ake-rt
part of the professional agreement between employers and employdes.
In those cases in which stiadies require the interruption o

ork,

,reasonable assurdnces must be given as to employment after the
completion of studies.
Decisions as to the need to take.up f411-

.

time or part-time studies win. haVe to depend to a great extent.
6n the .nature of the courses that the worker intends to follow -,
but ad so on his motiNation and specific educational interests..
.

As to practical ways and means much can probably le learned

from experiences obtained in many Member countries with. similar
legislation applying. to cases of pregnaney, military service.

1)

From Baual Educatispal 0 nortunitv 1; A statement of the
]_em with syecisl
rence to recurrent education.
OWD, 1970, p. 46.
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(,attending trade union courses, retraining in the civil service
and even far more generally oriented education(1).
Closely related to this is the need for changes in social
insurance systems, :yhichs today are often based on income. from
employmenI. If the individual gives up his income in order to
take part in an educational programme, his social'riqts anu benefits are affected accordingly.
It is therefore of prime importance
N
in a system Of recurrent educe:tip:4 tkat social insurance protection
be extended to periods of.study.
)loweVer, those who are dot emcf,
ployed should also be given;socialtinsurance protection as well, as

e

Jinapcial support durikg their period of study.
Die
amount and frequency of educational leave, as well as the
o
way in which it will be introduced - through legislation or through
negotiation between employers and employees,- will certainly vary
between Membe countries.
But it should be,"ittressed'that, in view
,both of the
1 of *quality and the. individual's specific educetionalinteres
e right, to e4ucati9nal leave should not be
limitedt; education that is profitable from the firm's and the

.

economy's point of b.iew.

-,Secondiythe length and frequency of eaucational leave and
the gUarah-tees fOr reemployment should.be adapted to the specific
i,literecsts and constraints of the users* group.
It may be that, for
,
ekamPle; more .strict guarantees forre-employment have to be given
in the higher-skilled professions, and
11( Lh C
:ghat the lesd-educatea'need.mOre
re
nt andaonger periods of
study and preferably `full -time studies, whereas the more educated

can do with less frequent periQds and mainly With part-time stuin short, that policies for. leave of absenCe should be
dies:
based on the .compensation principle. The arrangements for educa-*Ttonal:fleave of absence as they exist at prebent seep on the whole .
,

to b.

based

--thecliaily,1 opposed Hypothesis, i.e. that

r

the most ydnoated projeaFOS.Ein need of favour!

.

able conditions for further-studIr(2)

1) The Freash laW of 16ti.July, 1971, on profeSsional braining
in the framework of permanent education provides'an interesting
example of the type of arrangements necessary in order to
secure the interests of both employees and employers in i
granting educational leave of absence.
2) A critics' analysis of the implications of different type& of
arrangementsfon.educntional leave of ablence can be foundlin
Recurrent Education in the Federal.Republic of Germany, by
Redwig Rudolph et al.', op. cit.

.4/

.

RECURRENT EDUCATION AND THE LABOUR MARKET
It is clear that a system ,,of recurrent'education would have
a great

i mpact on the labour Mkrket and in particular on the

occupational promotion of employees.

Concerning the individualz,
it would facilitate promotional career patterns, i.e. the possiof,gradually climbing the career ladder in a given professional field, instead of Wing confined within a particular
echelon.

At the.. same time, it could facilitate inter-occupatitnal

mobility by giving people opportunities to train for a Profession
other than.the one'that they had originally chosen.1,
Recurrent aucation would also offer the possibility of
shiftihg frob these jobs that impose unusually severe work conditions, put heavyconstraints on faTily live, require an unusual

physical fitness that rapidly declines with age, or are patenially
dange\Ous to health(1).
It should prvide full opportunit(fs for
retraining and a change of occupation when health, family, or

2

other conditions require this, and before harmf4p1.401"tfcts have
ensued.

An important "pay-off" of-a recurrent education policy would
be. to impro76the competence for participation in decision-making
at the,enterPrise level and at the broader professional, regional,
and national -levels.
The creation of conditions for workers to
i,.fluence recurrent education programmes is a prerequisite for
the success of a recurrent education policy.
At the same time,
in co-operation with management 'the laboUr unions will have an
important role to play'in facilitating the introduction of a
system of recurrent education and in adapting the labkr markkt,
job relations, and career patterns-in the above described sense.

es,

It may be necessary to create jobs where new skills and
abilities can be pUt to use. The control of modern central administrations over.a high proportion of investments would give
them the-possibility of adaptilig to some extent demand to supplk
i.e. to encourage the creation of employment in those sectors
where, thanks to recurrent education, the supply. of qualified
candidates ie greatest.
Increasing ecory0mic welfare and a gradual
Shift in socio- economic priorities ma

acceptable and feasible than it mig

make such a policy more
seem at a first glance.

1) jt is understood that,' pare el to this,, an effort needs to be
undertaken to improve the conditions under which such strenuous
and /or unhealthy work is being carried out.

ti
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CONeSION
It iNapparent from what hlas briaWly. been said in the:foregoing.tat these three key areal, i.e. financing df.recurrent

educa4oh,.. educational leave of absAce, an interaction with the
labour market, are of crucial importance in a policy for recurrent
education. "They demonstratq, the need for co-ordination of educational ancinon7educational policies in panning for: recurrent
educatibn.
Without co-ordination, thee is a.. great risk that the
introduction of a system of recurrent. education will increase
which
social inequality and contribute to create a sociely.
the essential needs for individual development and fulfilment

are left unsatisfied.

ir
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Chapter 3

PLANNING AND RESEARCH IN
RELATION TO RECURRENT EDU3ATION

INTRODUCTION

A few comments on the trends in ducational planning and
research are needed prior to the e boration of4 their role in
,recurrent education.
The theory of educationax planning has undergone a marked
In its beginning stages, planning
,-.

change sir e the early 1i96` s.

was oft,-,n pa..--ti.al, reactAVe, and frequently limited to quantifi-

eticsycondIderations of social demand and manIt was also often called on to provide answers
to short- terra q stions.: A shift has gradually taken Place towards a view
planning as closely linked to the policy-making
process.
word "policy-planning" recognises this principle,
i.e. th
in modern societies policy-making is,no longer possible
with xt planning.
Educational planning has also, though very hesitantly,
evolved towards decentalisation of decison.,.making and administration, towards making. decisionava
ransparent as possible, and
}10
towards a larger participati.o0,tn
e functions sc as to make
them."grass,liots: processes, to the implementation of which all
who participate in their formulation feel committed.
The term"participatory planning" has been proposed to designate this
cation and
power crit

e

ia(

.

A,

purpose.

A third function attributed to modern planning is that of
"informative criticism",. whose role it is- to continuously analyse

current practices and policies and to search for new and better
solutions.
Informative criticism is proposed as a continuous

1) Sea "Educational Planning and its Relationship to Policy",
in Educational Policies for the 1970s.
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service to educational decision - making and not ac an instrument

for exerting prescriptive authority(1).
A fourth development is that of the orientation bf planning
towards long-term goals and policy options, and tpwards ,alternaetive educational strategies for their implementation.
Implicit in this new thinking on the role of educatrt4e1
,flplenning is that all those involved should have a say in the foryy
mulation of both broad And specif4 goals and in their implemen*tation, so as to better shape education to the needs of consumers
and of society, and to make it a process to which,all feel committed. From a technocratic process carried out somewhere at the
top of.administration, it is called 61 to become a, process that
is a permanent part of educational action at all levels.
Although planning practice is still far from the abovedescribed thinkrhg, a general conclusion can be drawn at this
point:
the aims pursued' by planni,ng as they have been briefly
mentioned call for the same profound changes in the educational
system as are advocated in the recurrent education concept, and
rthe new thinking about educational planning will greatlyTacilltate the transition from the present educational system to recurrent educatipn.
The role of educational research is beginning to be conceived
along similar lines:
as an instrument at the service of education
. on all levels and wherever decisions must be taken. The envisaged
,

active.. involvement calls for a type of research that, could be
called "action research".
It-provides the partt6ileants in the

educational process*Lth the necessary inform fo&to' ext-yt
tical analysis and thus make real participation ossible at'the
level of their particular involvement.
Thus conceived, planning and research are `unctions that pervade ,the educational process in allits stages.
They enable- students and teachers to play a critical role in the formulation of
educational policies, and are indispensable instruments for par-'
ticipatiat'in educational decision-making and administration at
all levels. Theizoscope includes the study of normativ issues.
,

Their role in this context, hoyever, is not to prescribe, -114A-to

elucidate alternative policy systems and to elaborate Alternative
solutions, between'which a judicious choice car then be made.
4.

1) See K. Bide, Educational Research Policy ,.(Technical Report),
.CERI/OECD, September 1971.
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The fOlowing section attempts to indicate A few of the major
problem areas that will need to be dealt with in planning and research for redwrent education.

)r.
,

PLANNING PROBLEMS IN
RELATION TO RECURRENT EDUCATION

Planning in relation to recurrent education involves two
malbr categories of issues. One encompasses the planning process
as such with the need for participation of all interest groups at
the-various levels of decision-making. The other category of
problems is related to new domains or issues of planning that will
emerge if recurrent education becomes a reality.
As will le seen
further on in this section, both planni4 categories are closely
allied and are in fact only different.apeOts of the same process.
The first type of issue refers to the need for the participation of the different interest groupslin planning for a system
of recurrent education and therefore for a widely-spread and
highly decentralised planning procedure.\
This implies that a network for communication and participation needs Gs te created whereby all those concerned can be reached,
so that
they can effectively partic.pate in the planning
process and also as much as possible in management and decisionmaking..

Tliii:4nsttAutional arrangements for such an endeavour will

\

differ' ad4*.dtag-to each country's general politic gq pattern as

well as tO*ie pattern of its educational admin4stration. However, in eack4ase planning should not be an issue for professionals,'.but a 14;.ocess in which the different "users" of the sys-

tem have a real s. Perhaps the main challenge in this matter
be to involve *e social partners at large in the planning
Process, and thus oth4g,categories of participation than have ip
,

to now felt ,concerned about the development of education.

It f8 ential-thai*Articipants be given the means to continuously adapt system and Ppngrammes to thei needs' and aspirations. TAel>trtAcipation of eit4social partn.rs will therefore
be needed not only in the plannAg.stage, buj also in thR phase
of implemer.tation, to allow for an*going
ocess of modification
of strategies based on experie e as' V.1 as newly arising insights and needs.
In modern Soca. tiesitOlg 4dels,exist for a
broad platform to reach a consensu on comprAl*nsive social and
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educational policies. They exist - some of them on an ad hoc
basis - in the area of wages, social policies regulating the
security of employment, and conditions of retirement.
The great asset of adults Ln'this context will be that their
experience and their motivations will enable them to play a constructive and creative role in the planning and decisipn-making
process. On the other hand, 4he development of such7a platform
for decisions on recurrent education presents a major difficulty
as compared with the above-mentioned models: recurrent education
policy is, by definition, consumer-oriented.
Its potential consumers are the total population. As distinguished from the part_

.,-

ners in the policiesmentioned,;above, the new potential partici-

.

A.
'

pants in the discussion and decisions on recurrent education are
seldom organised. New frameworks for consultation and partictpa=
tion will thereforehave to.be set up, and Member countries will
ave to envisage the creation of consultation patterns adapted to
t elr specific political and administrative structures.
)
The secind proLlem related to planning of recurrent education
%
is connected to those mentioned above. First, 'it will be necessary
q
-to involve the non-educational policies discussed in Chapter 2 in
the planning of recurrent education. Secondly, the definition
given of recurrent education in Part One implies that the adopted
planni4 proceduze must also deal with the education organised
outsid the formal educational system. Conventional educational
lanning, 'Policy, and administrative methanisms generally ignore
the existence of informal education.
An additional complication arises from-the growing rile
played by multinatiOnal firms in the diffusion and transfer of
technology and knowledge across national borders.
Their increasing
ppwer and high flexibility may necessitate the co-ordination at a
3. multinational level between educational and socio-economic
policiei.
.

The magnitude of these problems and the way in which'they
should be approached will vary between Member,countries.
Solutions to be adopted depend to a great extent on political priori-.
ties and therefore a detailed discussion would be out of.place
here.
The
urpose of^"this aect4n is to draw attention to the
fact that planning for recurrent education will require linkage
,
r
,
and co-ordination between educational and non-educational planning.,
In doing this it must be kept in mind that not all recurrent education will be carried out within schools and institutions of
higher education.' Aterprises and other out -of- school places will
.
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probably play a major role in providing recurrent education proIn this perspective, 'Sector planning, based on the idea
that society 'consists of different sectors that can be dealt with
in isolation from one another and at a later stage cia.Ordinated,
may be an inadequate planning strategy.
grammes.

KEY RESEARCH AREAS RELATED TO RECURRENT EDUCATION
The scope of the research problems in recurrent education
will be wider than that with which educational research has tra4itionally dealt. °Morn,importance than hitherto will no doubt
have, to be attached,to interdisciplinary research apitoaches.,' A
system of recurrent education will be in a much closer interaction
with society at large than the present system,
Research for the
,

planning and introduction of such a system willonecessarily have
to bring,together research findings from all social areas: educational, social; economic, and the labour,market.
The way in which such interdisciplinary and inter - sector research will be owed out will differ between the Member countries
because, in partioMr, of the diversified functions that 'they
attribute to research in'their educational planning and policy.
The identification of the most relevant research areas will to
some extent also depend on the short- and long-term objectives to
which recurrent education policies will give priority.
However,
in all eases a number of general research areas will emerge, areas
that up\o now have been only marginally touched upon by educational research and planning.
In the following., a, first attempt is made to state some of
the major issues on which - research and planning for reeVrrent
education should bear.
It is stressed, however,' that in such a

complex matter as this, research, planning, and development work
cannot be neatly pigeon- oled and, furthermore, that research plays
a rather limited role int preparing the stage for recurrent education, as the maindecisidpnerelate to political rather than to
q,
scientific options.
,
.

THE EDUCATIONAL DIMENSION

Concerning the educationalaspects of recurrent education,
three major problem areas heed to be considered:
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a) The indyislualls learning pr*da-S, seen in a lifelong

4

perspective;

b) the relationship between supply and demand of educational
provision? for different age and-social gr9ups; and

c) the nature and roleof admivsion rules, degrees, and
A

credentials.

As to the first issue, the distinction made in Part One of
I
.,
this report between learning and education must be b0rne in
One of the primary tasks of a system of recurrent education
he conditions for cross- fertilisation between learning in educa ional situations and learning occurring in other
social situ tiOns.
mind.

is to create

.,

Ther is little research evidence on learning in a lifelong
prespectiVe and on the conditions that favour this crossfertilisation between learning and education. Present educational

practice is based on a number of implicitas7dMptions that need to
be challenged on their waidity.
It must be asked, for instance,
whether the sequence in whi..qi educational,programmes are offered

and the age at which they are provided fit in with the findings of
developmental psychology, and in particular with the evolution of
abiliities and motivation for learning.
In this ame coptext, the

prob4em must be studied of how, in view 0 the
ndividualts personality develOpment and external-bolditions,of livingan effects.
ive Anterplay between organised education aneutdrganised learning
t.,
experience can best be guaranteed.
On these issues, a systematic research efrbVt will be re,

o,.

.,

qhired.

Ongoing or 8.17.eady, completed lopgitii-dihg studies on

educational achievement may"containaata that will facilitate the
clarification of some of the math Prolems in this 'area, and a
research programme for recurrent.eduCation Could therefore use-!"
fully start with an analysis of the relevant data collected in
;)

.

these 'projects.
''-

0

Bit in designing cur:tcuIa for lifelong learning -(it being

understood that they relate directly to the recurrent education
periods and programmes and take indirectly into account the learnihg experience acquired in other social situations), eonsiderations other than individual
development patterns alone will have
,..
etc, t,e taken into account, notalay those relating to the use of
acquired knowledge, aptitudes, 'an attitudes in the different
social roles that people are eared upon to fulfil througeout
their lives.
Here once again the work role does not hold a-.0
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roles In family, peer group and neighbovsrhood, and
broader social and cultural environment also evolve with age and
this evolution has implications for recurrent education curricula
in the perspective of the individuals life cycle.
The second issue mentioned above, i.e. supply of and demand
for educational provisions, is a very complex research area, but
its exploration is of crucial importance in planning for a system
of recurrent education.
A key question here is under what conditions demand oftginates.
In the social service sector, it ha's.
often been asked why the poor were not availing themselves of the
social services offered while the middle classes exploited all
existing possibilities.
This has usually been explained either
by Jack of information or the alienation of the poor from the
-social services.
However, it appears thatthe res.]: answer
in the fact that the demand wa?directly linked tothe.nature of
9'
the supply. Wherever the supply of services was of direct relevancetothe poor, thre,"waa no longer any under-utilisation.
These arguments must also apply to the interaction betwern-demand
and supply in the educational sector and should be taken into
account in the plarining and implementation of recurrent education.
monopoly:

In a research programme on thpply and demand issue an
analysis could usefully be made of the experience accumulated
over the years with so-called "non-traditional" patterns of study,
i.e. programmes within the educational sector that are in one way
or another especially geared to young or adults who do not comply
with the conventional.rides and setting of the.establiAment(1).
A second type of supply that is 'irelevant to this question is
that offered in the job- related educatiOn and training. sector:
Many big enterp4ses, professional associations, and government
services have long-standing experience with educational programmes.
Some ;bf.these provide an education comparable with, and sometimes
equivalent to, what is provided in t e conventional educatioh
system.

In terms of approach and use of educational technologies and
in terms of compatibility, with adults' specific professional and
social situations, programmes of both types may provide highly.
relevant information on the question of how demand and supply
interact.
1) See for an example of a first attempt at analysing the set -u{
and impact of such programmes: Recurrent Education in the
State of New York, by Peter P. Regan, Norman Solkoff,
\aiter Stafford, op. cit.
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As tAtlitte third issue, that of admission rules, degrees, and
credentials, it seems likely that the nature of present admission
rules

nd t e gate-keeping function fulfilled in present-dv soegrees' and certificates will be a.major stumbling block
in the way of recurrent education.
Among the conditions for'impleciety

c

menting recurrent education will be to depart from the practice of
having a virtually uniform academic frame of reference as a basis 0
fOr admission and to develop admissions criteria that refer to
v4rious types of experien'te obtained in work and other social
situations.
Few experiments are at predent being carried out in
this field, and no doubt this is an area in which a great deal of

future research in recurrent education will be required. As to
degrees and certificates, the cruc 1 question is how to break pr
change the ,"credentials barrier".
f the rigidity of the system
of degrees and certificates cannot
attenuated and the stress on
repetitions learning.that is connected to this-system reduced,
this will constitute a major obstacle to the introduction Of re-,
current education.
One of the problems that need to be attacked,.
'

in this context is the controi ovef degrees and certificates exercised by the professions as compared with that exercised by the
educational system. But-the more important challenge will be to
adapt degrees and credentials to, the new requirements deriving
from man's role in future society.

A satisfactory admissions and certification policy' can no
doubt only be worked out on the basis of a consensus between all
partners involved, i.e. the students themselves, the representa-

tives of the teaching profesdion and of educational administration,
and, the representatives of employees and employers. Eacft of these
groups has its own interests in this matter,. and each will have
its own role to play in planning and implementing such a policy.

The definition of these roles may have to wait until the interests
of the several groups have, become better defined. But in the
stage of preparing for recurrent educationYthis complex nf issues
will no doubt be one of the most difficult to solve.
Research can
certainly play a part in this, but will tiaVIJo give way at an
early.stage to political consultation and negotiatioa4'

THE.SOCIO-ECONOMIC DIMENSION
The socio-economic implications of a system of recurrent education are-far more complex than thogie of youth educa,tion. With
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respect to the latter, it was to some exter4 possible to.compare
two quite neatly separated stages: the stage of learning, and invasAmemt--i.m.4arni.mg,:and the stage of application and of invest;ment returns.
Of course, the fact that education and learnIng'
are not identical was a complicating factor, and the difficulties
in calculating the part of education in explaining variance in
of education in economic growth well known.
income and the ro
In a system in which education I's intermingled with profes.sional work, in which the educational institutions are much more
closely integrated with the social an $,economic institutions,Aand
in which the human and capital resources for education are provided
from a great variety of sources, it will be much more difficult to
determine the interaction between th; various factors involved in
the process, and in particular to calculate the relation Idtween
"input" and "output". The latter is, however, only one, and not
the most important, issue that needs to be considered in this ccintext. It seems more relevant, in fact, to concentrate on research and
developaient work in the following three broader' fields: resources and
financing, interaction of recurrent education with the labour market, and recurrent education's implications at the enterprise level.
As to resources in general, it may well be that a tecurrent
education system will require more of a countrylehuman and physical capital resources than the present system.
Obviously, it will
be necessary to have, at an early stage of planning, an idea of the
'size of these resources.
The rate of return that several types of
investments are likely to yield will also have to be estimated.
There is, however, another important question to which research and planning for recurrent education must addibe'ss itself:
adopting a system of recurrent education implies a change in society's priorities concerning the use of resources, in line with
a change in socio-political objectives. The criteria for assessing
the "rate of return" of'recurtenteducation investment need to be
related to these object ves, and hence economic returns will have
to be weighed against-other benefits.
In the past few years,
economists and social.elientises have begun to,explore how,these
non-economic goods can be defined and measured. Planning and research for recurrenteducatiOh. will have to refer to the results
of these studies.
The results of such investment-return studies are, however,
likely to be Arther inconclusive, even if a consensus cart' be reached at .to the objectives and if these can be clearly defined.
Ultimately', the decision as to a redistributioW
-esourpes in

.

,%.
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favour of recurrent'educatron ill have to be largely political.
o
In these terms, recurrent-education policy does not essentially

O

differ from educational policy in general.
Finally, it must be emphasfzed that'1.4e costs and benefits
of recurrent education cannot be compared with the costs and beneRecurrent edufits of the conventional educational system alone.

1

cation is a proposition encompassing the overall educational
effort, formal as well as informal, public as well as private.
lbe.relevant question is,. therefore, first how.the total Systems
cost and benefits of recurrent education compare with the total.
cost and'benefits of the present provisions for education and
training, wherever they are located and by whomtver they are fiRelevant data on the informal sector are
nanced and administered.
notoriously difficult to obtain and therefore priority may have to
be given to improving the data -basis concerning investment and
returns in the adult education sector.
The origin of the resources for a recurrent education system
needs-to be ia4.1,fine Ath Its aims.

Because., of its democratisation

.and participation objective, it might appear that the resources
should preferably come from those' who participate in'recurrent
education and from those who profit from it. This, howe.ver, immediately raises Vie question of who will most profit in the end

The issue includeecomplex analytical as well
as political questions that will need to be frankly faced4n further wotiCon recurrent'education(1). It.would,certainly be premature at tYiis stage to make any statement about the precise role
that private.and public financing should play in finahcing re-.
current education.
Concerning the financing of iheindividual costs and the returns which the individual can- expect from participating in re.
current education, two specific questions arise:
from such a system.

.

.

a) The,problem of individual returns is at the centre of
the diocupsion, contrary to youth education, where the
expected life earnings of students are rarely used as
in the recurrent education discussion,
an argument.
these expected Life earnings would, according to many,
justify a system of unequAl contributions by studerits
to the cost of their education..
1) See for a discIsssion on this Recurrent Education in the
Federal Republic of Germany, by Hedwig Rudolph, et al,
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Whereas the.question as to foregone earnings is rarely
mentioned in conneo4,ion with youth education, it occupies
a centrak place in diEcussioh about the financing of
recurre14 4education. .Prom the point of vie,
fthe
individual, this may be jutified, but from an'economic
point of view there are strong' arguments in fa ur of
including foregone earnings in calculating the total
4

social cost of youth education as well.

-The'priority given to the equality ohjecti.ye leads to two*
important conclusions concerning the financing of recurren
education:
a) Insofar as the: system Wi,11 be.finawed from other'than
v.

public Funds, this must be hased on the solidarity principle.
Suggestions for ung ustem of an "educational insurance" or anotther system of obligatory in-

surance ere based on this principle. 'It is, hoWever,,
argued that'care hasito be taken'ttiat such a system el
insurance does)not_exclude those who are hot actively
employed and those wH6 may be most in need ef. recurrent
education. Hence public financing
financing from
ouch sources as insurance systems s
ld be complementary.
b) A system for financing recurrent e cation on a decentralised (local or regionaWbasis would Probably lead
to.the maintenance or the increase of social inequalities.
The responsibilities for organising and administering the
system should, for the sake of its efficiency end its

1

.

.

relevance to the consumers' needs, be decentralised and
entrusted to local and regioneatodies.
Rs search will need to' be undertaken into the. effects of al.

ternakive systems of financing, and into the merits of each propo
system wi
regard.;to the objectives of-reeurrent'educatibn.
the systems/ ueed fol. financing adult educate
Some
or example

.

the use ,of unemployment funds ins the?.

eral Republic ot

ermany)

deserve particular study.

4

1

The exploration of alternative systems for financing recurrent
yohication has to go hand i? hand With the)earch for rtew ways of
financing the system of youth educatioil.
It is fortunate that this
search has been started. in recent years, and that public opihion
144r
as well as educational policy-makers ate aware of the fact that it
at least' worth considering whether publi,c financing.should not
".

r

be ,complemented by other sources.

However, it seems imperative

that,'parallel to the !integration of present post-compulsory eduation with rurrent education, one and the same system of finan7

..,rfra11 l'oromrulsory iiiraticral systom, youth a'
Without such an integrated syotem of financing, the essential objective of inter-generational
i::.7 fur th,

w,,:l ac recurrent, be conceived.
.

equality may not be attained.
A better supply of marrower is one of the arguments pleading
A more rapid adaptation of ediain fatour of recurrent edu4ation.

,s.tion to the needs of thelabout market for qualified personnel
and increased occupational mobility would indeed be highly appre
,

The expectations from recurrent education in-this respect
are based on the belief that it will be a better'instrument, for.
perforthing this funtion than the ,present educational system, and
its complement in industrial training, but there is still a 1png
way to go before this belief becomes a well-documented. body of
i!esearch and experience.
Evidence from existing adult education
',heroes may help to clarify .some of the issues. involved, More
t
support will, however, have to come frOm large-scale experience
ciated.

.

!.

and perhaps ekperimentation.
Qne of the most important economic benefits that cai reaPon-

4'b

li.

IP

.7%

ably be expected from a recurrent educa ion policy is
all kinds, on
, increase_in
substitution possibilities,
labour market is strongly dependent. This may well Offinvestfiient costs.
Further information on this matter i:
primary importancein studying the interaction between r
education and the litour niaicet.

hich the

t higher
of
current

'4g

,

Here again, velriotis ty

nutriesan ,services,
d'training whemes'in icl
existing education
will need to be analysed regaidillg 'their impact on Subst tutiOn
.

between occupationalr.,
este ories.
Th,e overall, quest

oA

.
.

n of the labour market:, 'however, must -.Is°

be looked at from anot er angle

one of the abjectives af'recurrert'education is prec sely to promote a new type of interaction
between education and societrrind between the several stages ol',.

the individualslifecycle,

The claim of recurrent education -.to

,...:

,enable the individual to.freely -decide on his way of life is an
empty slogan if the adaptation process, of education - littour
Market is not made Etworwayllinteractingprocess.:
The efficiency of_industrial onterprises and of services is,
to a great extent, deterthined not only by the.,quality of the.ini- tial'as wall as further training of their personnel -tut a. so by;_-,
.

. !. . _

/
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their experience in particular types of work. Ed atioi. and
training on the one hand, and experience cn the of er, provide the
individual with a'complex cluster of qualLtieS and -Nompetences.
The effect of recurrent education on *r.7-Tifo..446ning of en,
terpriies and services is.not easy to foresee. -Small enterprises
may face great difficulties in adapting to a situation where a
certain percentage of their personnel
is permanently engaged in
.
full-time or even part-tiMe recuent education. But apart from
in those entersize, other factors will play an important.role:
%s
prises where, as a resrlt of the .type or organisation of work or
perhaps mainly as a result of traditior?"and inability to change,
efficiency depends heavily pn accumulated experience, the permanent
rotation process resulting from recurrent education will cause
great difficulties. It is to be seen how many of these difficulties are due to lack of innovation' capacity, fn whicherse the
introduction of recurrent education could initiate a profess of
renewal, and how many are inherent in the type and organisation'of.
\work, in which case recurrent education risks being conaidered a
disturbing and deterimental, element in..the enterprise, unless its
introduction i8 accompanied by a polity of overall organisational
'

.

change.

The Trbblatsc'thatthe'individual wh gives up his job for a
period og recurrent education will enco ter are first of all professionai.:
one could expect that these difficulties
beCoMe greater the more qualified the c didate is,. both because
he will be sore difficult to replace and his employer will there-,
fore be more reluctant to give him leave of absence, and secondly \
because the number Of jobs decreases the higher the,professional
level. "However, occupational mobility tends to-thcrease parallel
to the lrfh of occupation, and the pp',;e tiargain from recurrent
educationis higher t the more qualified than.ab the less qualified levels\of occu ation. 4It is also a well-known fact,that the
.-,
obtain educational leave of absence increases
bargaining Powe
with the .1e1/41 of professional qualification.
;
r. .Difficulties of another order may, however, arise in the
socio-psychro4peipal field, notably-in the sphere of family rela-

votions, feelingbof security, and feelings-of "%belonging" to a
social group. 'Come experience as to-the nature.of these subtle
"problems and their solution has been acquired in adult edis.oation.

Research into thsse difficulties,will need to be carried out.
The introduction of.recurrent education needs to-be accom.

panied by.a carefully- balanced policy in 44e fields of,employment,
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conditions of work; and social security(1).

Such a policy needs

to be. tasekon relevant research into the consequendes and implications 4pr theindividual and for enterprises and services. It
must also be the result of thelargest possible consensus among
the social partners.
In this context, one'should also further
explore ongoing trends towards greater influence by the employees
over their own work situation, and its interaction with the empl-oyeest interest in learning.
Ongoing experiments in this
fiA'd(2) see to confirm the.thesis that the motivation for learningdepends to a great extent on how relevant it is to the individbal's work situation and on the extent to$ which the employees
themselves. can decide on the arrangements and content of the
courses.

In the course of the, work already undertaken on this matter
both at the national level and by'CERI, it has become clear that
- in
e preparatory stage priority must be given to the:socioeconomi
and financial implications of recurrent education and to
the new institutional arrangement's that the introduction of the
system requires.
Secondly, exploratory research needs to be undertaken into the main educational implications prior to developmental world concerning programmes, their location and content,
staffing; a6.
4

In conclusion, it inust be stressed that the conversion of the
present educational system into a system of recurrent education is Ei
vast and-ambitious undentaking, much greater than anything that has
as yet been undertaken i1 educational planning, policy, and reform/.

It fmplies a full rethinking of all aspects of the-educational
process:
structure, curricula, methods of teaching, criteria andj
instruments fiSr evaluation, human and capital resou?"cvam4 thei
The.preparation of the ground will have to be carried out with
somewhat inadequate instruments for educational and socio - economic
re$learcli and planning that are available.

But in any event; it
.
cannot be expected,-that scientific arguments will provide a more
solid basis for political decision - making regarding recurrent
education than they have provided when decisions on youth Pus
tion h..50Ao be :tat en'

the recent past.

q.

WA-numbtr.Of developments relevant tcHthis are being discu sed

...

anct analysed under the term "flexibilfU in works
See the papers for the Conference on "Few patterns for w rking
time", held at the OECD from 26th -29th. September,
72,
i organised by. the Manpower and Social Affairs Dir
oratd.
2) Seei1 Social Science Inform tion
(5).
A strategy for
research and social change in .industry:_ Report on the
Industrial Democracy Projects in Norway.
N

0

CONCLUSION

The aim of this report is to clarify the recurrent education
issue and to spell out the implications that it will have for eduIt does not aim to
cational and socio-economic policy-making.
propose a master plan or a'set of master plans that could be applied in the OECD Member countries.
The main.message that it conveys is that acceptance of the
recurrent education proposal implies not only a major turning point

in educational policies but that it also has important consequences
for social and economic policies. Hence the need-for a co-ordinated
approach and for the establishment of appropriate planning and
plicy-making mechanisms for dealing with the issue in its full
scope.

The second major point that the report attempts to .convey is
onal policies and re-

that such a major re- oriental pn of educ

lated social and economic policies can my be achieved in a longterm plagning and policy perspective but that the long-term planting strategy it requires has.---n:iP implications for short- and
meal:Um-term plAnning and policy. These implications primarily
concern the educational system and the informal education sector.
But they also relate to the labour market, to the use of- mass
media and to social security provisions and, generally, to the
social, economic, and cultural sectors at large.
Pt cannot be over-Stressed that such a major change ai, is
here proposed needs careful preps2ation in terms of research and
development work, but that scientific +Arguments alone wil4 not All?

decisive.
The essentials of the idea, and its main implidatioA,
will need to be put before .the repretatives of all the social

groups whom it concerns and also before countries' planning and
fr
decision-making bodies.
from research an from
On the'basis of this twofold input
consultation with the social partners and policy-mf$erp-:,. referenities
ces for alternative options will gradually emerge,
and;gct n wi
for short- and medium-term research, planning, and
eventually be set.
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The implementation of a system of recurrent eduCation will
have to proceed in several successive. stages.
The timing'of these
Stages ant the order of priority in which they will be implemented
is likely to vary according to each country's prioritie:,. One of
,

the key (...onsideration3 in establishing ithese priorities will have
.-

to be the risk that recurrent education provisions, if they 4re
not well-timed and well-planned, may inbrease instead of decrease
inequalities and imbalances. A few generallyapplicablv princi
must be borne in mind:

,

ti

- priority may have to be given to those adults who ha'e
not completeda secondary or events primary education
course and to whom a "second chance" may be given through
recurre t education. If this principle is accepted, a
'great d al ofthe reSourC-eiitor riecurtent education will
have to be spent on basic educatiOn courses in the first
decade or so.

But the-rate at which post - secondary courses

will gradually take over will differ greatly between
countries.

- More generally, with priority being given to the equality
objective, the aged, uneducated, and unemployed will in
all Osilh-eries be given opportunitieS to attend recurrent
.

-,.

education.
:rte

-

7

It will., however, depend on each country's

economic situation and political constellation as to what
extent this priority will eclipse manpower and resources
considerations.,
'',

- The availability issue will be one cf the key concerns
of the recurrent edudAtion polity ol. all coun*ries. But
the ki?d, of. recurrent elugaiiO4.'netwOrk to be set up and

4

the priority to be given to the develo2ment of new ways
f distributing education will great +y`
on geoph
\iillaphic and demograic
- Increasing the edticationaland Octup tiOnal--opportunities
given to women will have to be. One o
the priorities' in
any recurrent education policy. How4ver,.the priority
given to this objective will have tobe weighed against
other, notablYaocia,economic, otje4ives and constraints.
- The role that-existing post-se6ondar institutions will
be called44pon.to Tlay in providing ecurtent education
will differ from country to country
Certainly as a
#
lOng-tePt target the general princilhe of a'unified and
highly.coprdinated set of post7ppmpt3lsory educational
provisions will applylte'all. But the abiIi*ef the

/

CP

I

existing institutions to provide relevant programmes
for adults differs greatly from case to case. In

North America, for example, a long tradition of offering
courses to adults exists, so a transition owards iliteapation of yoUth and adult education at the post-compulsory
level may be feasible.
In most European countries third may
meet more resistance, and. may also be complicated by the,
fact that "second chance" education for poorly educated
- adults might have to be given priority.
'Recurrent education has, not incorrectly, been called a I
"policy'metaphor"(1). It\provides a way into an alternative edu,

cational future rather th=
a proposal for a specific educational
policy. Evolution towards t s future will require the definition

and implementation of new poll ies - involving aspects broader
than the purely educational - an
these policies can be expected

to develop and caige on the way t wards the long-term target.
Recurrent education's greatest aset is that it prOposes
focal point for the multitude of\isola ed-ideas,about what education in the futuie,could be and hOw it c uld become:more relevant
to peoplefs real needs and aspirations, an
that it Sets.a broad
framework Within which.policies for attainin this long=frha tartion, the risk of
get can be developed.
On the way to-its
al
.oae it`. Lout
a mifs-orientation towards bbjectives othe
than
to pUsue is very great. It is hoped
at this repckrt wiii' make
a contribution toward-a-defining the long-term target\sondn'torianis

guiding the_policies that will be develop

for attaining it.

Recurrent iucation: A Mode for the
Future of Adult Education and Lea ing in the United tat6,
,prepared fOr the Planning lroup f
the Nationalkundation
for Post-SecOnOary Education'under USOE Contract :,.,
No. 1-7070914-t4253.

1) See Warren L. Ziegler ,
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